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Introduction to Conformal Field Theory ? A.N. Schellekens NIKHEF-H, Postbus 41882, 1009 DB Amsterdam, The Netherlands



ABSTRACT An elementary introduction to conformal eld theory is given. Topics include free bosons and fermions, orbifolds, ane Lie algebras, coset conformal eld theories, superconformal theories, correlation functions on the sphere, partition functions and modular invariance.



? Based on lectures given at "Grundlagen und neue Methoden der Theoretische Physik", Saalburg, Germany, 3-16 Sept. 1995, and at the Universidad Autonoma, Madrid, October-December 1995.
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1. Introduction Conformal eld theory has been an important tool in theoretical physics during the last fteen years. Its origins can be traced back on the one hand to statistical mechanics, and on the other hand to string theory. Historically the most important impetus came from statistical mechanics, where it described and classi ed critical phenomena. Mainly after 1984 the subject went through a period of rapid development because of its importance for string theory. In addition there has been important input from mathematics, in particular through the work of Kac and collaborators. One can distinguish yet another separate origin of some ideas, namely from work on rigorous approaches to quantum eld theory. At present the subject still continues to develop, though more slowly, and it is still important in all the elds mentioned, plus a few additional branches of mathematics. These lectures are mainly on two-dimensional CFT. Recently conformal eld theory appeared in yet another context, namely "AdS/CFT-correspondence", where also higher dimensional (super)conformal invariance is relevant. I tried to include references to most relevant papers, but the emphasis was on papers I consider to be worth reading even today, and not on papers that are mainly of historical interest. A more detailed account of the history may be found in [1], which was used extensively for the preparation of these notes. In addition to the latter review, other useful general references include the one by J. Cardy from the same proceedings [2]. Other sources I used are [3] and [4]. Some useful results can be found in books on string theory, for example [5] and [6]. Standard reviews on Kac-Moody algebras are [7] and [8]. Finally I mention as a general reference the paper by Belavin, Polyakov and Zamolodchikov [9], which is the starting point of many recent developments.



;3;



2. Classical Conformal Invariance In this section we study classical eld theories in an arbitrary number of dimensions. In this space we have a metric g . Furthermore we de ne g = j det g j. We will work in at space, which means that the coordinates can be chosen in such a way that g =  , where the latter has the form diag (;1; : : : ; ;1; +1; : : : + 1). The number of eigenvalues ;1 or +1 is q and p respectively. Our convention is to use ;1 in the time direction. Hence in practice q is either 0 (Euclidean space) or 1 (Minkowski space). 2.1. Symmetries



General coordinate invariance Such theories may have a variety of symmetries. One symmetry that we will assume them to have is general coordinate invariance. Using the action principle this can be used to show that the energy momentum tensor is conserved. In general, this tensor is de ned in terms of the variation of the action S under changes of the space-time metric



g ! g + g : Then the de nition of the energy momentum tensor is



S =



1 2



Z



dd xpg T  g :



(2:1)



If the theory is invariant under general coordinate transformations one can show that (T ); = 0 : Here (as usual in general relativity) \; " denotes a covariant derivative. In at coordinates the condition reads @ T  = 0. Weyl invariance We are not interested in general coordinate invariance, but in a dierent symmetry which can also be formulated in terms of the metric and the energy momentum tensor. This symmetry is called Weyl invariance. The transformation we consider is



g (x) ! (x)g (x) ; or in in nitesimal form



(2:2)



g ! g (x) + !(x)g (x) :



The condition for invariance of an action under such a symmetry can also be phrased in



;4; terms of the energy momentum tensor. Substituting g = !(x)g (x) into (2.1) we nd



S =



1 2



Z



ddxpg T !(x) :



(2:3)



since this must be true for arbitrary functions ! we conclude that the condition for Weyl invariance is T  = 0 : Conformal invariance A conformal transformation can now be de ned as a coordinate transformation which acts on the metric as a Weyl transformation. Consider a general coordinate transformation x ! x0, such that x = f  (x0 ). This has the following eect on the metric   0 (x0 ) = @f @f g (f (x0 )) : g (x) ! g @x0 @x0



(2:4)



We are going to require that the left hand side is proportional to g . Rotations and translations do not change the metric at all, and hence preserve all inner products v  w  vg w . They are thus part of the group of conformal transformations. A coordinate transformation satisfying (2.2) preserves all angles, pvv2ww2 (hence the name `conformal'). Later in this chapter we will determine all such transformations. If a eld theory has a conserved, traceless energy momentum tensor, it is invariant both under general coordinate transformations and Weyl transformations. Suppose the action has the form Z S = ddxL(@x; g (x); (x)) : Here  denotes generically any eld that might appear, except for the metric which we have indicated separately since it plays a special r^ole. We have also explicitly indicated space-time derivatives. General coordinate invariance implies that



S = S0 



Z



0 (x0 ); 0 (x0 )) dd x0L(@x0 ; g



0 is as de ned above, and the transformations of a eld  depends on its spin. If it Here g is a tensor of rank n one has



@f 1 : : : @f n  0 01;:::;n (x0) = @x 01 @x0n 1 ;:::;n (f (x ))



(2:5)



;5; In particular, for a scalar function (x) we nd 0 (x0) = (f (x0) and for the derivative of a scalar function we get



@ (x) ! @ 0 (x0) = @ (f (x0 )) = @f  @ (f (x0)) ; @x @x0 @x0 @x0 @f  i.e. it transforms like a vector (note, however, that nth order ordinary derivatives do not transform like a tensor of rank n; this is only true if one uses covariant derivatives). If the coordinate transformation x ! x0 is of the special type (2.2) we can use Weyl invariance of the action to change the metric back into its original form. Then we have



S = S 00 



Z



ddx0L(@x0 ; g (f (x0 )); 0(x0))



(2:6)



This is the conformal symmetry of the action. Note that the metric now remains unchanged if we start with a at space metric g =  . This means that we can de ne the conformal transformation for theories in at space that are not coupled to gravity. We may then forget about general coordinate invariance and start with an action in which no \dynamical" metric appears. The statement of conformal invariance is then that the action of such a theory is unchanged if we integrate the same Lagrangian (or other physical scalar) expressed in terms of the new elds 0(x0 ) over the new coordinates x0. If the relation between the old coordinates x and the old ones x0 is x = f (x0), then the new elds are related to the old elds as in (2:5) The restriction to at space is not really a restriction if we are in two dimensions. Then a general metric is given by three functions, g11 (x), g22 (x) and g12 (x) = g21 (x). A general coordinate transformation allows us to change this using two functions, f 1 (x) and f 2 (x), and we can { generically { use this freedom to set g12(x) = 0 and g11 (x) = g22 (x) (depending on the signature of the metric), so that the metric has the form g(x) . This is called conformal gauge. Then, using a Weyl transformation, we can remove the function g (x) and bring the metric to the form  . In more than two dimensions we do not have enough freedom to do this, and then the assumption made here is really a restriction to non-gravitational theories in at space. On a given two-dimensional manifold the conformal gauge choice can be made locally, but usually not globally. This means that we will be able to use conformal eld theory in some coordinate patch, but that additional data may be needed to describe the theory globally. Fields that transform like (2.5) are called conformal elds, or also primary elds.



;6; 2.2. Conformal transformations in d dimensions



In general the right hand side of (2.4) is of course not proportional to the original metric g . To study when it is, consider the in nitesimal transformation x0 = x + (x) (or rather its inverse, x = x0 ; (x0) + O(2 ). Then



@x =  ; @  ; @x0   and



g = ;@ ; @ 



This must be equal to !g . Taking the trace we see then that ! = ; 2d @   (with @    @ ), so that we get the following equation for 



@ + @  = d2 @  g



(2:7)



Let us now analyze the solutions to this condition. As a rst step, we contract both sides with @ @  . This yields (1 ; d1 ) @   = 0 If d > 1 this implies that



@=0



(2:8)



(for d = 1 (2.7) is satis ed for any ). Next we contract (2.7) with @@  . This yields



@ + (1 ; d2 )@@@   = 0 : To this we add the same equation with  and  interchanged, we use (2.7) once more and nally (2.8). The result is (1 ; 2d )@@@   = 0 : (2:9) We conclude that @@@   = 0 if d > 2. The third (and last) step is to take the uncontracted derivative @@ of (2.7). De ne F  @@ @ . This function is manifestly symmetric



;7; in the rst three indices. Furthermore, by acting with @@ on (2.7) and using (2.9) we nd (for d > 2) F = ;F : (2:10) It is now easy to show that a tensor with these symmetries must vanish:



F = F = ;F = ;F = F = F ; which contradicts with (2.10) unless F = 0. Hence we nd that for d > 2 the full, uncontracted third order derivative of  must vanish, so that it can be of at most second order in x. Therefore we may write  x x : (x) =  + x + 



Substituting this into (2.7) and collecting the terms of the same order in x we nd the conditions  +  = d2 g  g



 +  = d2  The rst one can be solved by splitting  into a symmetric and an anti-symmetric part,



 = ! + S : There is no condition on the anti-symmetric part ! , whereas the symmetric part is found to be proportional to g , S = g . The equation for the quadratic part is somewhat harder to solve. Using the fact that  is symmetric in the last two indices, we can derive 



 = ;  ; 2b g = ;  ; 2b g =  ; 2b g + 2b g =  ; 2b g + 2bg = ;  ; 2b g + 2bg ; 2b g = ;  ; 2b g + 2bg ; 2b g ; where b = ; 1d . Therefore 



 = ;bg + bg ; b g ;



;8; where b is an arbitrary constant vector. 2.3. The conformal group



Most of the transformations we have obtained can easily be identi ed  Translations: x ! x +   (Lorentz) Rotations: x ! x + ! x  Scale transformations: x ! x + x The last transformation is perhaps less familiar and is called a  Special conformal transformation: x ! x + bx2 ; 2xb  x Note that ! is antisymmetric, and this might suggest that it is the parameter of a rotation rather than a Lorentz transformation. However, the correct in nitesimal parameters of the transformation are ! . Numerically (i.e. ignoring its tensor properties) this is equal to the matrix = g;1!, which satis es T = !T gT ;1 = ;!g;1 = ;g g;1. Hence g + T g = 0, so that to rst order in , (1 + T )g(1 + ) = g. Hence is indeed an in nitesimal Lorentz transformation. These are all still in in nitesimal form, but it is fairly straightforward to write their global version. In addition to translations and SO(p; q) Lorentz transformations (or rotations if q = 0) one has the scale transformation x ! x0 = x. The global version of the special conformal transformation has the form   2 x ! x0 = 1 +x2b + xb+xb2x2 :



The latter transformation can be made a little more intuitive by observing that it can be obtained by the sequence x ! I (x), x ! x + b, x ! I (x), where I (x) denotes the space-time inversion x ! x=x2. The space-time inversion can be thought of as a global conformal transformation. It preserves angles, but it obviously doesn't have an in nitesimal form, and therefore there is no parameter  corresponding to it, and we didn't nd it in the previous analysis. One can study the action of the in nitesimal conformal transformations on a space of functions of x. For each transformation x ! x0 = x + (x) one can de ne a dierential operator O so that the transformation of a function f (x) is f (x) ! f (x) + Of (x). Clearly these operators are P = @ M = 12 (x@ ; x @) (2:11) D = x@ K = x2@ ; 2x x @ These operators are to be contracted respectively with , ! ,  and b. One can write



;9; down the commutators of the operators P; M; D and K , and check that they form a closed algebra which is isomorphic to SO(p + 1; q + 1). 2.4. The conserved current



Usually symmetries imply the existence of conserved currents. The current of conformal symmetry is J() = T  (2:12) This current is conserved because



@ J() = (@ T ) + T ((@  ) ; which vanishes because of (2.7), and because the energy momentum tensor is conserved and traceless. 2.5. The free boson



A standard example is the free boson. The (Euclidean) action is



S=



1 2



Z



ddxpgg @(x)@ (x) ;



(2:13)



wherep g  det g. To compute the energy momentum tensor we need the variation of g and g, given g . To get the former, use 0 = (g g ) to derive g = ;gg g . The second variation is derived as follows



pg = e 2 log g = 12 pg log(g) 1



with



 log g = log det (g + g ) ; log det g = log det [ + g g] = Tr g g + O(2) ;



where in the last step the identity det A = exp Tr log A was used, and the log was expanded in g g. In the rst and second line the arguments of \det" and \Tr" are matrices with indices (;  ) and (; ) respectively. Putting this all together, and using (2.1) we get



T = ;@@  + 21 g g @@  : It is straightforward to check that @ T = 0 and that T  / (1 ; d2 ), so that the theory is conformally invariant if (and only if) d = 2. Note that to prove @ T = 0 one has to use



; 10 ; equation of motion  = 0, whereas tracelessness for d = 2 holds also if the equation of motion is not satis ed. A theory with classical conformal invariance in four dimensions is Yang-Mills theory (both abelian and non-abelian). The veri cation is left as an exercise. One may also directly check Weyl invariance of the free bosonic theory. If we transform g to (x)g , the square root of the determinant aquires a factor d=2. This precisely cancels the factor ;1 from the transformation of g (the inverse of g ), in two dimensions. By contrast, a conformal transformation does not act on the metric, but changes the integration variables and the derivatives. The simplest non-trivial example is a scale transformation x = f (x0 ) = x0 . Then dd x0 = ;ddx0 and the new eld is @x0 0(x0 ) = (@f=@x0 )@f (f (x0)) = @x(x), where 0 (x0)  (f (x0 )) = (x0 ) = (x). For d = 2 the explicit -dependence cancels out, and this demonstrates part of the conformal symmetry of the action. R It should be clear that adding a mass term d2 xm22 to the theory breaks conformal invariance. Quantum eects also tend to spoil conformal invariance. Generically they introduce renormalization scale dependence of physical parameters (such as coupling constants) which destroys invariance under scale transformations q ! q in momentum space. This does indeed happen for Yang-Mills theories, except when the function vanishes so that the coupling constant is scale independent. The latter occurs for N = 4 super-Yang-Mills theory in four dimensions. 2.6. The conformal algebra in two dimensions



In two dimensions the restriction that (x) is of at most second order in x does not apply. One can analyze (2.7) directly by writing it out in components. If one does that in Euclidean space, g =  , one nds



@11 = @22; @12 = ;@21 : Going to complex variables,



 = 1 ; i2;  = 1 + i2 z = x1 ; ix2; z = x1 + ix2 we nd



(2:14)



@z (z; z) = 0; @z(z; z) = 0 ;



with @z  @z@ and analogously for z. The general solution to these conditions is that  is an arbitrary function of z (which does not depend on z) and  an arbitrary function of z.



; 11 ; The corresponding global transformation is



z ! f (z);



z ! f(z) ;



where f (z) is an arbitrary function of z. The generators for the in nitesimal transformations can be introduced exactly as before:



Ln = ;zn+1@z generates the transformation



(2:15)



z ! z0 = z ; zn+1 ;



and satis es the commutation relation [Ln; Lm] = (n ; m)Lm+n : The same holds for the barred quantities, and furthermore one has then [Ln; L m] = 0 : The resulting in nitesimal transformations are the most general ones that are analytic near the point z = 0. They may introduce poles at z = 0, but not branch cuts. We will see later that we will often need contour integrals around z = 0, and this is the justi cation for this restriction. The generator of an arbitrary conformal transformation is thus



X; n



 nLn + nL n :



(2:16)



This operator generates conformal transformations of functions f (z; z). If we want this transformation to respect complex conjugation of z, we must require that n is the complex conjugate of n. In that case we can rewrite (2.16) as



X1; n



2



 Re n(Ln + L n ) + Im ni(Ln ; L n )



This is in fact the algebra written in terms of the original real coordinates x1 and x2 (for example, L;1 + L ;1 = @1 and i(L;1 ; L ;1) = @2).



; 12 ; 2.7. Complexification and Wick rotation



Usually this reality condition is dropped, and one treats  and  as independent complex parameters. Then the algebra does not map (x1; x2) 2 R2 to another point in R2, but it is a well-de ned map on C2 . This is justi ed if we de ne our eld theory on a complex instead of a real space-time. This allows us to treat the two commuting algebras generated by Ln and L n independently (i.e.we may now set n = 0; n 6= 0 or vice-versa). Even if we are ultimately only interested in the restriction to a real vector space, we can always impose the reality condition at the end. Note that the distinction between Euclidean space and Minkowski space become irrelevant if we complexify the coordinates. The complex coordinate transformation x0 = ;ix2 changes  to  [Our convention is to use indices (0; : : : d ; 1) in d dimensional Minkowski space, with x0 as the time coordinate, and (1; : : :; d) in Euclidean space, with x2 = ix0(= ;ix0). Consequently the indices on  and  have a dierent range.] This is known as a Wick rotation. We are usually interested in conformal eld theories in Minkowski space, but it is convenient to make use of the powerful theorems that are available for complex functions. For that reason one usually makes a Wick rotation to Euclidean space, which in its turn is mapped to the complex plane. This is not an obviously innocuous transformation though. The Wick rotation changes (in fact, improves) the convergence properties of quantities such as the path integral or the propagator in the quantum theory, which is why it is often used in eld theory in four dimensions as well. One has to assume or, if possible, prove that the relevant quantities can indeed by analytically continued to Euclidean space, and if there are singularities one has to nd a way to avoid them. 2.8. The global subgroup



An interesting subalgebra of the algebra is the one generated by L;1; L0 ; L1 and their conjugates. This algebra { or rather its restriction to real generators, as discussed above { is isomorphic to SO(3; 1), which is precisely the naively expected conformal group SO(p +1; q +1), if one extrapolates from arbitrary d to d = 2 (in Euclidean space, with p = 2 and q = 0). The precise identi cation can easily be derived by transforming back to the standard Euclidean coordinates x1; x2. The precise relation with the operators de ned in (2.11) is



P1 = @z + @z = ;(L;1 + L ;1) P2 = ;i(@z ; @z) = i(L;1 ; L ;1) M = ;i(z@z ; z@z) = i(L0 ; L 0) D = z@z + z@z = ;(L0 + L 0) K1 = ;z2@z ; z2@z = L1 + L 1 K2 = ;i(z2@z ; z2@z) = i(L1 ; L 1 )



(2:17)



; 13 ; The algebra satis ed by the holomorphic generators is [L0 ; L;1] = L;1 [L0 ; L1] = ;L1 [L1 ; L;1] = 2L0 This is precisely the SU (2) rotation algebra if we identify L0 with Jz , iL1 with J ; = Jx ; iJy and iL;1 with J + = Jx + iJy . The factor i is essential to compensate the sign in [J ;; J +] = ;2J 0. The SO(3; 1) generators are the only ones that are globally de ned on the complex plane including 1 (this is called the Riemann sphere). Clearly the generator ;zn+1 @z is nonsingular at z = 0 for n  ;1. To investigate the behavior at in nity it is convenient to make a conformal mapping that interchanges the points z = 0 and z = 1. A conformal map that does this is z = w1 . Under this transformation the generator Ln transforms to



dz ];1@ = +w1;n @ ;zn+1@z ! ;w;(n+1)[ dw w w This operator is non-singular for n  1, which combined with the range obtained above leaves ;1  n  1. For these values of n the generators are de ned on the Riemann sphere. The in nitesimal and global forms of the transformations are as follows generator ;L;1 ;L0 ;L1



local transformation z !z+ z ! z + z z ! z + z2



global transformation z !z+ z ! z z ! 1;z z



Combining these transformations we get + b ; with ad ; bc = 1 z ! az cz + d



(2:18)



Note that there are only three independent transformations, and hence there should be only ? three parameters. This is why we can impose the condition ad ; bc = 1. Doing it this way and taking the parameters 2 C, we see that the action is that of the group SL2(C)=Z2 . p



p



? Note that the scale transformation is given by a = ; d = 1= ; b = c = 1.



; 14 ; The group SL2 (C) is the set of 2  2 complex matrices with determinant 1. The most general such matrix is ! a b with ad ; bc = 1 : c d To  z1 get  the transformation shown above we make it act on complex two-dimensional vectors z2 , with vectors related by an overall complex scale identi ed. In this space only the ratio z = z1=z2 is a free parameter, and that parameter is easily seen to transform as in (2.18). The transformation (2.18) is clearly unchanged if we multiply the matrix by an overall factor. This freedom is xed by the determinant condition, except for an overall sign. Therefore the correct group action is SL2 (C)=Z2 rather than SL2 (C). In combination with the transformation of the anti-holomorphic sector we get then the group of transformations SL2(C)  SL2(C). This contains as a subgroup SO(3; 1), the expected global conformal group, but in terms of real generators SL2(C)  SL2 (C) is twice as large as SO(3; 1). The reason is of course that we allow the two SL2 (C) transformations to act independently on z and z. If we impose a reality condition (i.e. z is the complex conjugate of z) we reduce the number of generators to that of SO(3; 1). 2.9. Tensors in complex coordinates



Tensors can be transformed to complex coordinates using the transformation formula (2.5). One should be careful with factors of two in these transformations. A potential source of confusion is the fact that often the same notation is used for coordinates and indices: z  xz ; z  xz. The transformation is



z  xz = x1 ; ix2 ; z  xz = x1 + ix2 The inverse is then



z  x1 = 12 (xz + xz) = 21 (z + z) ; x2 = 12 i(xz ; xz) = 12 i(z ; z) The transformation of a vector to complex coordinates goes as follows



@x1 V + @x2 V = 1 (V + iV ); V = 1 (V ; iV ) Vz = @x 2 z 2 1 2 z 1 @xz 2 2 1 The generalization to higher rank tensors is obvious.



(2:19)



; 15 ; The metric g =  transforms to gzz = 41 (g11 + ig12 + ig21 ; g22 ) = 0 = gzz, gzz = 1 (g11 + ig12 ; ig21 + g22 ) = 1 = gzz . Hence g z z = g zz = 2. This leads to the akward-looking 4 2 y z  relation @ = 2@z . The same kind of relation holds for the energy-momentum tensor. Since T is traceless we have T11 + T22 = 0, and hence Tzz = 0. The metric allows us to convert every upper index to a lower one (or vice-versa) at the expense of a simple numerical factor, 2 or 21 . One can make use of this freedom to avoid counter-intuitive quantities such as xz or @ z . From now on all tensors and derivatives will be written with lower indices, and all coordinates with upper indices. The latter will be denoted as z or z. Conservation of the energy momentum tensor now reads (since Tzz = 0)



@zTzz = @z Tzz = 0 ; which implies that Tzz is holomorphic and Tzz anti-holomorphic.z The in nitesimal parameter for the conformal transformations, , has been transformed to complex components in (2.14). This de nition also requires a bit of care. If we use (2.19) we get z = 12 (1 + i2) = 12  ; where in the last step the de nition (2.14) was used. The \bar" on the right-hand side may look out of place, but the notation was chosen in (2.14) because  is a function only of z. The conserved current of conformal symmetry is de ned analogously to (2.12)



J() = T  =! Jz = 2Tzz z = Tzz(z); Jz = Tzz(z) :



(2:20)



Since Jz is holomorphic and Jz anti-holomorphic, this current is manifestly conserved: @zJz = @z Jz = 0



y One should keep in mind here that @z can have two meanings, namely the \derivative with respect



to the coordinate xz " (@=@xz ) or the \derivative with respect to the variable z" (@=@z.) Fortunately these two meanings are the same. On the other hand @ z can only mean \derivative with respect to the coordinate xz", and has nothing to do with a derivative with respect to z. z The word \holomorphic" has become standard terminology for \depending only on z, not on z". It does not imply absence of singularities. Mathematicians might prefer the word \meromorphic".



; 16 ; 2.10. Conformal Fields in two dimensions



The components of a tensor  of rank n are of the form z:::z;z:::z(z; z). It is easy to see that under conformal transformations this transforms into  z) q  ( @f@z(z) )p ( @ f@( z ) z:::z;z:::z(f (z); f (z)) ; where p is the number of indices `z', and q = n ; p the number of indices z. A eld that transforms in this way is called a conformal eld of weight (p; q). This rule was derived here for a tensor eld, and one may think that p and q should be integers. However, any real value is in fact (a priori) allowed. Usually the conformal weight is denoted as (h; h ), where the bar does not mean complex conjugation (both numbers are real), but only serves to distinguish the two numbers. Sometimes h + h is called the scaling weight, and h ; h the conformal spin. As we will see later, these are in fact the eigenvalues of (minus) the dilation operator ;D = L0 +L 0 and the SO(2) rotation operator ;iM = L0 ;L 0. 2.11. Relation to string theory



Closed bosonic strings are described by means of the bosonic action (in Minkowski space, with g00 = ;1 and g11 = 1)



Z p 1 S = ; 40 d2 ;gg @X  @ X ;



(2:21)



de ned on a two-dimensional surface with the topology of a cylinder (for the non-interacting, closed string, at least). Here X  (0; 1) is a map from two dimensional space (called the \world-sheet") to space-time (often called \target space"), and 0 is the \Regge-slope parameter". This function de nes the embedding of the string in space time, as a function of the proper time 0, i.e. is speci es where a point 1 along the string is located at proper time 0. If we take a at two-dimensional metric g and a Euclidean at metric in target space this action is nothing but the action of a free boson in two dimensions. The conformal invariance of that action plays an important r^ole in the proper quantization of string theory in Minkowski space (note that X 0 appears then with the \wrong" sign in the two-dimensional action). Furthermore conformal eld theory has been used to nd alternatives to the free boson action that can be interpreted as consistent string theories.



; 17 ; 2.12. Free bosons in complex coordinates



In complex coordinates the free boson action takes the form



Z 1 S = 20 dzdz@z (z; z)@z(z; z)



(2:22)



Our convention is that dzdz = 2dx1dx2 (which is indeed what one gets from the Jacobian, but some authors prefer to omit the factor \2"). This complex form of the action is derived from the Euclidean action (2.13) multiplied with an additional factor 1=20 , so that one gets the Euclidean action corresponding to (2.21). The factor in front is conventional in string theory. According to the de nition of conformal elds given earlier, @  is a conformal eld. In complex coordinates its transformation properties are



@z (z; z) ! @f@z(z) @f (f (z); f(z)) : For the energy momentum tensor we nd, in complex coordinates



Tzz = ; 21 (@z (z))2 and analogously for Tzz. The normalization contains some conventions originating from string theory, namely 1 0 , as above | The factor 2 | An extra factor 2 multiplying the de nition of T  (cf. footnote on page 24 of part 1 of [5]). | The convention 0 = 2.



; 18 ;



3. Quantum Conformal Invariance As discussed in the previous chapter, the theories we consider are de ned in Euclidean space, usually obtained after a Wick rotation from Minkowski space. For computational convenience (in particular because some quantities separate into holomorphic and anti-holomorphic parts) we then go to the complex plane. It turns out that to simplify things even more it is convenient to make yet another map, this time a conformal transformation of the complex plane itself. 3.1. Radial quantization



Symmetries in the quantum theory are usually generated by charges, which are space integrals of the zeroth component of a conserved current J , @J  = 0. The de nition of a charge in a d-dimensional theory is then



Q=



Z



dd;1 xJ 0(x; t) :



In the two-dimensional analog of this just one has a one-dimensional integration over x1. It is convenient to make the space direction nite, by imposing periodic boundary conditions in the x1 direction. This is like regulating a quantum system by putting it in a nite box in space. In this case the size of the box will be xed for convenience to the value 2, but since the theory is scale invariant that is irrelevant. The Euclidean coordinates (x1; x2) = (x1; ix0) can then be thought of coordinates on a cylinder. In this situation we get then the following expression for the charge (conveniently normalized to the length of the interval)



Q = 21



Z2 0



dx1J 0



= 21



Z2 0



dx1(;iJ2) :



Now we introduce a complex coordinate z = x1 ; ix2 as discussed before. From (2.19) we nd that J2 = ;i(Jz ; Jz). The charge becomes now



I I cyl 1 cyl Q = ; 2 [ dzJz (z; z) ; dzJz (z; z)] Here the integration is along a closed contour that encircles the cylinder. For convenience we choose z rather than z as the integration variable in the second term. Since we only integrate Re z this makes no dierence. The orientation of these contours is such that H dz = H over dz = 2. The superscripts \cyl" are added to remind ourselves that the currents are de ned on the cylinder.



; 19 ; It turns out to be convenient to perform a conformal transformation



w = ex +ix = eiz : 2



(3:1)



1



Then the surface at the Euclidean time coordinate x2 = ;1 is mapped to w = 0, and the surface at x2 = +1 is mapped to the in nite circle at jwj = 1. x2



= +1



x1 x1 x2



x2



= ;1



To go to the new coordinates we rst make a change of integration variables. Then



I



I dw I dw I dz = iw ; dz = iw :



It is clear from the picture that in the new coordinates the dz integration becomes a contour integration around the origin. The de nition of the integration volume for dw implies a choice of orientation for the w contour. Rather than remembering the direction of the contour, it is easier to remember the corresponding results for the Cauchy integrals 1 I dw = 1 I dw = 1 2i w 2i w



I dw I dw cyl 1 cyl Q = ; 2 [ iw (Jz (z(w); z(w )) ; iw Jz (z(w); z(w))]



; 20 ; This formula has the disadvantage that Q is still expressed in terms of operators de ned on the cylinder. These operators are related to those on the plane by a conformal transformation: @z )h( @ z )h cyl(z(w); z(w)) plane (w; w) = ( @w @ w For the transformation considered here this implies



cyl (z(w); z(w)) = (iw)h(;iw)hplane (w; w) The current components considered here, Jz and Jz transform as vectors; therefore they have conformal weights (h; h) = (1; 0) and (h; h) = (0; 1) respectively. For the charge we nd then



I



I



Q = ; 21 [ dw(iw)h;1Jwplane (w; w) + dw(;iw)h;1Jwplane  (ww )] Here h = h = 1, but we left these parameters in the formula for future purposes. We have already seen operators that transform with h = 2, namely the conformal currents Tzz(z) (note that only Tzz transforms as a conformal eld, not (z)). Usually the current splits into holomorphic and anti-holomorphic parts, so that we may write Jz (z; z)  J (z) and Jz(z; z)  J(z). If a vector current has that property, then it is automatically conserved:



@ J = 2(@z Jz(z) + @zJz (z)) = 0 : The result of the contour integration depends, obviously, on the poles inside the contour. Such poles can arise in the quantum theory when one considers the product of two or more operators. 3.2. Radial ordering



Products of operators only make sense if they are radially ordered. This is the analogue of time ordering for eld theory on the cylinder. In the classical theory the ordering of elds or charges in a product is of course irrelevant. In the quantum theory they become operators and we have to specify an ordering. The product of two operators A(xa; ta) and B (xb; tb) can be written, with the help of the Hamiltonian H of the system as



A(xa; ta)B (xb; tb) = eiHta A(xa; 0)e;iHta eiHtb A(xb; 0)e;iHtb The factor e;iH (ta;tb) becomes e;H (a;b) when we Wick-rotate (here t corresponds to x0,  to x2). Usually the Hamiltonian is bounded from below, but not from above. Then



; 21 ; if a < b the exponential can take arbitrarily large values, and expectation values of the operator product are then not de ned. Hence in operator products one always imposes time ordering, usually denoted as



TA(ta)B (tb) =



( A(t )B (t ) a



b B (tb)A(ta)



for ta > tb for ta < tb



After mapping from the cylinder to the plane, the Euclidean time coordinate is mapped to the radial coordinate, and time ordering becomes radial ordering



RA(z; z)B (w; w ) =



(



A(z; z)B (w; w) for jzj > jwj : B (w; w)A(z; z) for jzj < jwj



A correlation function in eld theory on the cylinder has the form



h0j T (A1(t1) : : : An(tn)) j0i where j0i and h0j are \in" and \out" states at t = ;1 and t = +1 respectively. After the conformal mapping, the correlation functions are



h0j R (A1(z1; z1) : : : An(zn; zn)) j0i where j0i and h0j are states at z = 0 and z = 1 respectively. 3.3. The generator of conformal transformations



Returning now to charge operators, let us consider the generator of the conformal transformations. As we have seen in the previous chapter, the current for an in nitesimal transformation is T (z)(z). For the corresponding charge we may then write



I 1 Q = 2i dz(z)T (z)



(3:2)



We would expect Q to generate the conformal transformation with the global form



 @f (w) h 0 (w; w) !  (w; w) = (f (w); w) ; @w



with f (w) = w + (w). Note that any eld  will in general depend on both w and w, but



; 22 ; that we are treating w and w as independent variables, which can therefore be transformed independently. The in nitesimal form of this transformation is



(w; w) = h@w (w)(w; w) + (w)@w(w; w ) Consider now the quantum version of this transformation. We may expect the following relation to hold (w; w) = [Q; (w; w )] (3:3) Let us try to evaluate the commutator on the right hand side. Naively we have



I 1 [Q; (w; w )] = 2i dz(z) [T (z)(w; w) ; (w; w)T (z)] :



(3:4)



But we have just seen that the rst term is de ned only if jzj > jwj, whereas the second one requires jzj < jwj. Note however that z is an integration variable, and that the de nition of Q did not include any prescription for the precise contours to be used. Classically Q is in fact independent of the contour due to Cauchy's theorem, because the integrand is a holomorphic function. On the cylinder this can be interpreted as charge conservation, i.e. evaluating Q at two dierent times gives the same answer. Classically the factor (w; w) is irrelevant for the evaluation of the integral, and in fact classically the commutator vanishes. In the quantum theory we have to be more careful. As one usually does, we use the freedom we have in the classical theory in order to write the quantity of interest in such a way that it is well-de ned after quantization. Nothing forbids us to use dierent contours in (3.4), so that we get [Q; (w; w)] = 21i



I jz j>jwj



dz(z)T (z)(w; w ) ; 21i



I jz jjwj jz j 0 is the same as that for a set of harmonic oscillators, apart from the factor k, which can be absorbed in the normalization of the operators (note that the commutator for k < 0 contains no new information). Indeed, apart from the \zero mode" qi; pi the free boson is nothing but an in nite set of harmonic oscillators.



; 26 ; By the usual reasoning for harmonic oscillators, the vacuum satis es



ik j0i = 0 for k > 0 The algebra of the operators pi and qi is also a well-known one, namely the Heisenberg algebra. Hence the vacuum must satisfy



pi j0i = 0 This is all we need to compute the vacuum expectation value. A convenient technique for computing vacuum expectation values is normal ordering. We reorder the oscillators in such a way, using the commutators, that creation operators are always to the left of annihilation operators. Then the vacuum expectation value of normally ordered terms always vanishes for every term that contains at least one harmonic oscillator, and we only have to take into account the contributions picked up from the commutators. Normally ordered products of oscillators are denoted as : k1 : : :kn : ik(i) ; where (i) is a permutation of the labels such that k(i) < k(j) if i < j (re-ordering positive and negative labels among each other has no eect, but does not hurt either). Note that oscillators within the normal ordering signs behave as if they are classical. They can be written in any order, since the right hand side is always the same. The only terms in the product i (z)j (w) that does not contain oscillators is the zero mode contribution. These terms require some special attention. We de ne normal ordering of pi and qi in such a way that pi is always to the right of qi. Using these rules we get, when jzj > jwj,



R(i (z; z)j (w; w )) =: i(z; z)j (w; w) : ;i[pi; qj ](log z + log z) "X X 1 j ;m# 1 i ; n + ( i n nz ; i m mw + ( anti-holomorphic terms)) n>0 m0;m0 n



z



n>0 n



z



The sum converges for jzj > jwj. Since the product was radially ordered, this is satis ed. The result is



R(i (z; z)j (w; w)) =: i (z; z)j (w; w ) : ;ij [log(z ; w) + log(z ; w)] : This is not quite what one usually gets when evaluating an operator product. Normally the result consists of holomorphic and anti-holomorphic parts, whereas here there is a logarithmic singularity. A more standard result is the operator product @ i(z; z)@ j (w; w), which can be obtained from the above by dierentiation (the notation @ is short-hand for either @z or @w, depending on what it acts on).



R(@ i(z; z)@ j (w; w )) = ;ij (z ;1w)2 + : @ i(z; z)@ j (w; w) : since @z i(z; z) depends only on z we usually omit the second argument. Furthermore @z is usually written as just @ , if no confusion is possible. Furthermore the radial ordering is usually not explicitly written, and the nite terms are usually omitted as well. Since the objects within normal ordering signs behave as classical quantities, these are in particular nite as z approaches w. Using all this short-hand notation, the result is then written as ij @ i(z)@ j (w) = ; (z ; w)2 :



3.6. The normally ordered energy momentum tensor



This result shows that we have to be careful with P the de nition of the quantum energy momentum tensor, which classically is T (z) = ; 21 i @z i (z)@z i(z), plus the anti-holomorphic term. If we naively quantize i the product of the two operators is singular. For this reason one de nes



T (z)  ; 12 :



X i



@ i(z)@ i(z) := ; 12



X i



ii i (z )@ i(w) +  lim [ @  z !w (z ; w)2 ] :



This amounts to subtracting an in nite constant from the energy momentum tensor. This sets the energy of the vacuum to zero.



; 28 ; 3.7. Operator products for free bosons



We are now ready to compute the operator product of the energy momentum tensor with various operators in the theory. Let us rst consider T (z)@ i(w). To compute this operator product we normal order all harmonic oscillators and the zero-mode operators qi and pi. The operators within T (z) are already normal ordered, and hence the only ordering to worry about is between T (z) and @ i(w). We may write this as



; 21 : @ i(z)@ i(z): @ j (w) = ; 21 : @ i(z)@ i(z)@ j (w): ;@ i(z)







ij ; (z ; w)2







Note the factor of two in the last term, because there are two factors @ i(z) to order with respect to @ j (w). To get the operator product in the desired form we wish to express the remaining factor @ j (z) in terms of @ j (w). This is simply a Taylor expansion, @ j (z) = @ j (w) + (z ; w)@ 2j (w) + 21 (z ; w)2 @ 3j (w) + : : :. The nal result may thus be written as



T (z)@ j (w) = (z ;1 w)2 @ j (w) + z ;1 w @ 2j (w) ; where as usual we drop all nite terms, and all operators appearing on the right hand side are normally ordered. It follows that @ j (w) is a conformal eld with conformal weight 1. In a similar way one may check that @ 2i(z) is not a conformal eld. This is not a surprise, because we have seen before that it is not a conformal eld classically. Now consider the energy momentum tensor itself. It is a simple exercise to compute



c=2 + 2 T (w) + 1 @ T (w) T (z)T (w) = (z ; w)4 (z ; w)2 z;w w



(3:11)



Here c equals the number of bosons i. If the rst term were absent, T (z) would be a conformal eld of weight 2, the classical value. In this case quantum eects yield an extra term, an anomaly. This is called the conformal anomaly.



; 29 ; 3.8. The Virasoro algebra



The operator product (3.11), derived here for free bosons, has a completely general validity. Under quite general assumptions, one may show that the operator product of two energy momentum tensors of a conformal eld theory must have the form (3.11). In (2.20) a current for conformal symmetry was introduced, J(z) = T (z)(z). Since (z) is an arbitrary holomorphic function, it is natural to expand it in modes. The precise mode expansion one uses depends on the surface one is working on. On the Riemann sphere we require elds and transformations to be continuous on contours around the origin. This was also the surface for which the classical mode expansion (2.15) was written down. We expect thus that J(z) generates the transformation z ! z0 = z ; zn+1 if we choose (z) = zn+1. We then get an in nite series of currents J n(z) = T (z)zn+1. The correctly normalized operators are in fact I 1 (3:12) Ln = 2i dzzn+1T (z) : This relation can be inverted:



T (z) =



X n



z;n;2Ln :



To check that the normalization and the sign are correct one may compare the quantum algebra with the classical algebra. The commutator of Ln and Lm can be evaluated using contour integrals, as was already done earlier. One nds then the Virasoro algebra (the paper by Virasoro [10], to which this algebra owes its name, contains the generators of the algebra as \constraints", but not the algebra itself) [Ln; Lm] = (n ; m)Lm+n + 12c n(n2 ; 1)n;;m



(3:13)



Not surprisingly, a term proportional to c appears. If that term were absent, the quantum algebra would be identical to the classical one. Strictly speaking, such a constant term is not allowed in an algebra. The commutator of any two elements of the algebra must again be an element of the algebra. We are thus forced to view c not as a number, but as an operator which commutes with any element of the algebra. It follows then that on any representation of the algebra this operator has a constant value, which is also denoted by c, just as the operator itself. Such operators that appear only on the right hand side of commutators are usually called central charges. Note that the SL(2; C) subalgebra generated by L1; L0 and L;1 is not aected by the extra term. It remains thus meaningful to speak of the conformal weight of T (z). Because of the central term the classical symmetry is not preserved in quantum mechanics. In particular, the central term prohibits the vacuum to have the full symmetry, because we cannot impose the condition Ln j0i = 0 for all n, without getting a contradiction with the



; 30 ; algebra. This is analogous to the position and momentum operators in quantum mechanics, which also cannot simultaneously annihilate the vacuum. Nevertheless we still have all the generators of the Virasoro algebra at our disposal, and they still play a useful r^ole. In those cases where conformal invariance is really crucial this is not sucient though. Presumably this is true in string theory, although there have been attempts to make sense of it without conformal invariance. The simplest string theory, the bosonic string, is constructed out of D free bosons, where D is the number of space-time dimensions. One might think that this is always anomalous, because c = D in this case. However, there is an additional ghost contribution (the ghost is related to gauge xing for two-dimensional gravity) of ;26. This leads to the well-known concept of a critical dimension D = 26.



4. Virasoro representation theory Given any algebra, it is usually important to try and nd its representations. The best known example is probably the angular momentum algebra. In that case all nite dimensional unitary representations are labelled by an integer or halfinteger j . The algebra consists of three generators, J ;, J + and J3. All states in a representation are labelled by a J3 eigenvalue, which is lowered by J ; and increased by J +. The representation can be built up by starting with the state with maximal J3 eigenvalue, which is therefore annihilated by J +. Mathematicians call such a state the highest weight state. The other states are obtained by acting on the highest weight state (denoted jj i) with J ;. This can only be done a nite number of times if j is integer or half-inter, because one nds that the norm of the state (J ;)2j+1 jj i is zero. Such states are called null states or null vectors. The representation space is de ned by setting such states equal to zero. This is the procedure we wish to mimic for the Virasoro algebra. In general, one starts with determining a (preferably maximal) set of commuting operators (like J 2 and J3 for angular momentum). A convenient choice is L0 and the central charge, c. The Virasoro algebra has many more representations than will be considered here. As is the case for SU (2), the representations of interest are those satisfying a number of physically motived conditions. The ones we will consider here are the so-called unitary highest weight representations. 4.1. Unitarity



A representation of the Virasoro algebra is called unitary if all generators Ln are realized as operators acting on a Hilbert space, with the condition that Lyn = L;n. The latter condition implies in particular that T (z) is a Hermitean operator. This is most easy to see on the cylinder, where we have, classically 1 2 [T11 (x0 ; x1 ) + T00 (x0 ; x1)] =



X n



Lne;in(x0+x1) + L ne;in(x0;x1) ;



; 31 ; and



1 2 [T12(x0 ; x1 ) + T21 (x0 ; x1 )] =



X n



Ln e;in(x0+x1) ; L n e;in(x0;x1) ;



Reality of T leads to the requirement that Ln = L;n (and L n = L ;n), which naturally leads to the quantum condition given above. On the complex plane the hermiticity condition looks less natural, because the \in" and \out" states play an asymmetric r^ole, and also because we have complexi ed the coordinates. In the following we will consider unitary representations. Non-unitary representations have also been studied, in particular in statistical mechanics. Such representations still consist of states in a Hilbert space (in particular having positive norm), but the requirement Lyn = L;n is dropped. 4.2. highest weight representations



By de nition, a highest weight representation is a representation containing a state with a smallest value of L0 . Not all representations have that property, but it is reasonable to expect this in a physical theory, since L0 + L 0 is the Hamiltonian, which is usually bounded from below. The term \highest weight" for a state with lowest energy is perhaps somewhat confusing, but has become standard terminology. It follows from the structure of the algebra that Ln decreases the eigenvalue of L0 by n,



L0Ln j i = (LnL0 ; nLn) j i = (h ; n)Ln j i ; if L0 j i = h j i. If jhi is a highest weight state, then obviously jhi is annihilated by all generators Ln with n > 0: Ln jhi = 0; for n  1 Suppose the operator L0 acting on the highest weight state jhi creates a state jhi0. Then the Virasoro algebra tells us that Ln jhi0 = 0 for n  1, i.e. L0 maps highest weight states to highest weight states. Since L0 is hermitean we can diagonalize it on the highest weight states, so that we may assume that L0 jhi = h jhi (labelling the state only by its L0 eigenvalue is inadequate in case of degeneracies, but we will not worry about that now). The negative modes Ln; n < 0 can be used to generate other states in the representation. Usually such states are referred to as descendants. We have in fact already seen an example of a representation that is not a highest weight representations, namely the adjoint representation, de ned by the action of the algebra on itself. The commutator [L0; Ln] = ;nLn tell us that in this representation the eigenvalue of L0 can take any integer value, whereas



; 32 ; [c; Ln] = 0 tells us that the adjoint representation has central charge 0. It is in fact a unitary representation. 4.3. The vacuum



The vacuum of the theory can be de ned by the condition that it respects the maximum number of symmetries. This means that it must be annihilated by the maximum number of conserved charges. In the present context this means that we would like it to satisfy Ln j0i = 0 for all n, but because of the central term that is obviously not possible. For example, if L2, L;2 as well as L0 annihilate the vacuum, so does the commutator of L2 and L;2. But this is only consistent with the algebra if c = 0. We will soon see that unitary conformal eld theories with c = 0 are trivial. The maximal symmetry we can have is



Ln j0i = 0 ; for n  ;1 : Of course we could also have imposed this for n  1, but then j0i is a state with maximal eigenvalue of L0 rather than one with minimal eigenvalue (a highest weight state). Because of the commutator [L1; L;1] = 2L0 any highest weight state which is annihilated by L0 must be annihilated by L1 and L;1 (and vice-versa). It will always be assumed that there is precisely one state in the theory that has these properties. We also de ne its Hermitean conjugate h0j. It satis es h0j Ln = 0 for n  1. 4.4. Positivity of c and h



The unitary highest weight representations are labelled by two real numbers, h and c. Since all generators commute with c, it has a constant value on a representation. On the other hand L0 does not have a constant value, but we can de ne h uniquely as its eigenvalue on the highest weight state. With these two numbers given, we know the Virasoro representation completely, since all states can be created by the action of the Virasoro generators on the ground states, and since the norm of any state can be expressed completely in terms of c and h. Hence any negative or zero norm condition depends only on c and h. It follows that two representations with the same value of c and h are equivalent as Virasoro representations. In the rest of this chapter we will derive restrictions on c and h by requiring absence of negative norm states. As a modest start we will show that these number are non-negative. Note rst of all the following commutator [Ln ; L;n] = 12c (n3 ; n) + 2nL0



; 33 ; Hence we have



kL;n j0i k = h0j (Ly;n L;n j0i = h0j Ln L;n j0i = h0j [Ln; L;n] j0i = 12c (n3 ; n) For n  2 this implies that c  0 (this follows from the requirement that we work in a Hilbert space, so that all states must have non-negative norm; furthermore zero norm implies that the state vanishes.) Using the algebra just like we did for the vacuum we nd for any other highest weight state



  kL;n jhi k = hhj LnL;n jhi = hhj [Ln; L;n] jhi = 12c (n3 ; n) + 2nh hhjhi We may assume that hhjhi = 6 0, since otherwise we would not consider jhi a state in our theory. If the norm of the highest weight state does not vanish this tells us once again that c  0 (since the rst term dominates the second for large n), while for n = 1 we see that either h > 0 or h = 0 and kL;1 jhi k = 0, i.e. jhi = j0i. If c = 0 in a unitary theory the vacuum representation contains just one state, j0i itself, since the foregoing argument shows that L;n j0i = 0 for n > 0. (To rule out non-trivial representations with c = 0 and h > 0 requires a more sophisticated argument, which we will present later.) 4.5. States and conformal fields



There is a simple connection between highest weight states and conformal elds. Consider a conformal eld (z; z) with weights h and h . Now de ne



h; h = (0; 0) j0i ; where of course it is assumed that (z; z) j0i is well-behaved at the origin. Now compute Ln h; h . We nd



I 1 [Ln; (w; w)] = 2i zn+1T (z)(w; w) = h(n + 1)wn (w; w) + wn+1 @w(w; w) ;



(4:1)



which vanishes if w = 0 and n > 0. Hence Ln, n > 0 commutes with (0; 0) and it follows   that h; h is a highest weight state. It is also a highest weight state with respect to the anti-holomorphic sector.  For n = 0 we nd [L0; (0; 0)] = h(0; 0), so that the state h; h indeed has L0-eigenvalue h, as the notation suggests.



; 34 ; 4.6. Descendant fields



Ground states of Virasoro representations are generated from the vacuum by conformal elds, which are also known as (Virasoro) primary elds. [The addition \Virasoro" is added in more general context, where other algebras are being considered. One can then have a distinction between Virasoro primaries and primaries with respect to other algebras. The name \conformal eld" will be used here only in the strict sense of Virasoro primary, which is equivalent to (4.1) being satis ed.] One can also consider elds that generate descendant states from the vacuum. They are, quite naturally, called descendant elds. They can be de ned by means of the operator product with the energy momentum tensor



T (z)(w; w) =



X k 0



(z ; w)k;2 (;k)(w; w ) :



We may project out a term from this sum by



(;k)(w; w) = Clearly



(;k)(0; 0) j0i =



I dz



I dz



1 2i (z ; w)k;1 T (z)(w; w)



1 T (z)(0; 0) j0i = L (0; 0) j0i ; ;k 2i (z)k;1



(4:2)



 so that (;k) does indeed generated the L;k descendant of h; h . To get descendant states obtained by two Virasoro generators one has to consider operator products of T (z) with (;k), etc. Descendant elds are of course not conformal elds, but it is interesting to see what the deviation is. It turns out that they behave like conformal elds when commuted with L0 or L;1 (scalings, rotations and translations), but not with L1 (special conformal transformations). Hence one can assign a conformal weight to them, which is of course equal to the L0 eigenvalue of the state (;k)(0; 0) j0i they create from the vacuum. This weight is (h + k; h), where (h; h) are the conformal weights of . For example, the rst non-trivial descendant operator of the identity is T (z) itself. It generates a state with h = 2, T (0) j0i = L;2 j0i. Note that the rst non-trivial descendant of any conformal eld  with non-zero conformal weight is @.



; 35 ; 4.7. The Kac determinant



So far we have derived some necessary conditions for the positivity of norms of states. But we have only looked at norms of states L;n jhi. At a given excitation level (i.e. at a given L0 eigenvalue n + h ) there are in general many other descendants, which are linear combinations of states X L;n1 : : : L;nk jhi ; ni = n : (4:3) i



Because of the commutation relations of the Virasoro algebra we may in fact assume that the generators are ordered, ni  nj if i < j , since any incorrectly ordered product can be expressed in terms of ordered ones. The collection of states (4.3) for all n  0 is called the Verma module of jhi. Its de nition does not make use of any norm on the space of states. If one does have a norm, one can ask whether all states in the Verma module (i.e. all linear combinations of the states (4.3)) have positive norm. In general that will not be the case. Note that the set of states in the Verma module is closed with respect to the action of the full set of Virasoro generators, i.e. acting with any Virasoro generator on any state in the set produces a linear combination of states in the set. There is no need to include positively moded Virasoro generators, since they can always be commuted to the right where they annihilate jhi. At the rst excited level, the only state one can have is L;1 jhi. We have already seen that this state has positive norm for h > 0 and norm zero for h = 0. At the second level one can have L;2 jhi and (L;1)2 jhi. It is not sucient to check whether each of these states separately has positive norm, because there could be linear combinations that have zero or negative norm. To deal with this problem in general we consider the matrix



K2 =



hhj Ly;2L;2 jhi



hhj Ly;2L;1L;1 jhi



!



hhj (L;1L;1 )yL;2 jhi hhj (L;1L;1 )yL;1L;1 jhi



This matrix is clearly Hermitean. Suppose it has negative or zero determinant. Then there exists an eigenvector ~v = (; ) with zero or negative eigenvalue, i.e. ~vK2~vT  0. The left hand side is equal to the kL;2 jhi + L;1L;1 jhi k, and we conclude that this quantity is not positive. At the nth level there is an analogous matrix Kn. The determinant of the matrix Kn is called the Kac determinant. Of course it does not tell us precisely how many positive, zero and negative eigenvalues there are. Even if det K > 0 there could be an even number of negative eigenvalues. Usually one studies the behavior of the Kac determinant as a function of parameters (such as h and c), starting in an asymptotic region where we know that all eigenvalues are positive. Of special interest are the null vectors, the eigenvectors of zero norm. The vanishing of the norm corresponds to the equality vKn vT = 0, where ~v is a set of coecients of the basis



; 36 ; states at level n. But if v is a vector in the zero eigenspace of the Hermitean matrix Kn, it is clearly also true that wKn vT = 0 for any vector w, not just w = v. It follows that the state de ned by the vector v is orthogonal to any state at level n. Furthermore, since the L0 eigenspaces are all orthogonal, it follows that a null state is orthogonal to any other state in the Verma module. Then in particular, if jxi is a null state kLn jxi k = 0 for all n, since this relation can be interpreted as the orthogonality relation between jxi and the Verma module state L;nLn jxi. Thus the Virasoro generators take null states to null states or annihilate them. If we act with positively moded Virasoro generators it must happen that after a nite number of steps we encounter a state jxsi which is annihilated by all positive Ln 's, since jhi has positive norm. The state jxsi is at the same time a descendant of jhi (as are all states in the Verma module) as a primary, since it is annihilated by all positive Ln 's. Such states are called singular states or (more frequently) singular vectors. (Note that the de nition of a singular vector (in contrast to a null vector) does not require a norm.) Consider now the states obtained by action with all Virasoro generators on the singular state jxsi. Clearly they form a closed subset of the states in the Verma module of jhi. This implies that if we remove all these states we will still have a non-trivial representation of the Virasoro algebra. In other words, suppose that jxsi is generated from the ground state jhi by a combination of Virasoro generators L, jxsi = L jhi. Then we can de ne a representation of the Virasoro algebra on the subspace of the Verma module obtained by removing jxsi (and all its descendants) by imposing the condition L jhi = 0. This corresponds in SU (2) to the condition J ; j;j i = 0 in a representation with spin j . Obviously we can only remove a descendant if it has zero norm; otherwise the norms of the left-hand side and the right-hand side of L jhi = 0 contradict each other. We see thus that we can systematically remove all null states from the Verma module by removing all sub-representations whose highest weight states are the singular vectors. On the other hand, negative norm states cannot be removed. If we wish to obtain unitary representations, we are obliged to consider only ground states jhi for which no negative norm states appear at all. This turns out to be very restrictive, at least for c < 1. 4.8. The Kac determinant at level 2



The rst evidence for that is seen at the second level. The explicit expression for K2 is



!



4h + 21 c 6h hhjhi K2 = 6h 4h + 8h2



(4:4)



For large values of c and h the diagonal terms dominate, and the eigenvalues are positive. The determinant is











det K2 = 2 16h3 ; 10h2 + 2h2 c + hc hhjhi2 :



; 37 ; This can be written as det K2 = 32(h ; h11)(h ; h12 )(h ; h21 )hhjhi2 ; where we introduce for future purposes 1)p ; mq]2 ; 1 ; hpq = [(m +4m (m + 1) with



m = ; 21  12



(4:5)



r 25 ; c



(4:6)



1;c



Note that choosing the + or the ; sign has the eect of interchanging m with ;m ; 1, which amounts to interchanging p and q. The determinant is proportional to h (in the second form this is slightly less manifest, but note that h11 = 0). This is due to that fact that the norm of L;1 jhi is proportional to h. Any state built on top of L;1 jhi will have a norm proportional to the norm of L;1 jhi, and hence det K2 is also proportional to h. The vanishing lines in the (h; c) plane are as follows h
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Note that the branches h1;2 and h2;1 join smoothly at c = 1. The branch h11 coincides with the c-axis, as explained above. Since there are two positive eigenvalues for large c and h, we move into a region with precisely one negative eigenvalue when we cross one of the lines. Apart from the region h < 0, which was already ruled out, this eliminates the dashed area



; 38 ; to the left of the curve. If h and c are within that area the corresponding representation of the Virasoro algebra has negative norm states. Points on the border of the two regions are acceptable since we can remove the zero norm states present there. From the second row of K2 (see (4.4)) we can read o that the null state { if it exists { is of the form L ; 3 L2  jhi (4:7) ;2 2(2h + 1) ;1 The rst row then gives us an expression for c in terms of h. 4.9. The Kac determinant at level 3 and 4



At the third level we have to consider the states L;3 jhi, L;2L;1 jhi and (L;1 )3 jhi, etc. A general formula for the Kac determinant can be derived doubref [11] [12], namely det Kn = npqn (h ; hpq )P (n;pq) hhjhin ; The function P (N ) gives the number of partitions of N , i.e. the number of ways of writing N as a sum of integers. For example P (0) = 1; P (1) = 1; P (2) = 2; P (3) = 3 and P (4) = 5, etc. This is equal to the number of states at level N , including null states. The following picture shows the curves for the third level, together with those for the second one. 2.2 (3,1)
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At level 2 we had ruled out regions B and C. The Kac determinant at level 3 tell us that regions A and C are ruled out. It says nothing about region B, since we have to pass two vanishing curves to get there, so that the determinant is positive there (but of course there are in fact two negative eigenvalues in this region). But region B was already ruled out. The entire area to the left of the two curves contains negative norm states, and is thus ruled out.



; 39 ; At level 4 we get the following picture 1.4 1.2
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Now an even bigger region gets ruled out, but it should also be clear that the picture at level n always contains all vanishing lines from lower levels. 4.10. The discrete series of minimal unitary Virasoro models



Strictly speaking one can never exclude these lines by looking at the determinant alone. A more detailed argument [13] shows that of the entire region 0 < c  1; h  0 only a discrete set of points remains. These points are at the following c and h values:



c = 1 ; m(m6+ 1) ; with



m3



1)p ; mq]2 ; 1 ; p = 1; : : : ; m ; 1; 1  q  p : h = [(m +4m (m + 1)



The last formula looks quite similar to that for the vanishing curves, whereas the inverse of the rst formula gives m in terms of c exactly as in (4.6). The main dierences are that m is now restricted to integer values and that the range of p and q is limited. This result implies that these values of h and c occur on an in nite number of vanishing lines, i.e. they are intersection points of an in nite number of lines. The rst such intersections, occurring for c = 21 and h = 161 and h = 12 , can be seen at level 3 and 4. For c = 0 most h-values are now eliminated, except for a few discrete points where the vanishing lines reach the h axis. These can be taken care of by considering the set of states L;2n jhi and L2;n jhi for suciently large n [14]. Arguments of this kind can of course only rule out points. To show that conformal eld theories with these representations actually exist, the easiest thing to do is to construct examples. We will return to this later.



; 40 ; For c  1 unitary representations exist for any positive value of h. For integer values of c, c = N , it is quite easy to construct such representations explicitly using free bosons.



5. Correlation functions The objects we want to calculate in eld theory in general, and in conformal eld theory in particular are the correlation functions (it is common practice to use statistical mechanics terminology here; in eld theory language we would speak of Green's functions). If we know all correlation functions, we can say that we have completely solved the theory; we are then able to compute any scattering amplitude. In four-dimensional eld theory this is a very hard problem that we can only address in perturbation theory. In two-dimensional eld theory we can go much further. In path-integral formulation we are interested in expressions of the form



Z



DO1 ((z1)) : : : On ((zn))e;S() ;



(5:1)



where  stands generically for any eld in the theory (possibly including ghosts), Oi is some function of the elds, and S is the action, which one continues to Euclidean space to improve convergence. When computing such an integral one has to specify the two-dimensional surface on which the elds  live. This can be the plane, but it can be any other two-dimensional surface as well. Locally, any such surface looks like a plane, but globally they can have dierent topologies. In two dimensions, there is a complete classi cation of the dierent topologies one can have, the theory of Riemann surfaces. They are classi ed in terms of a single number, the Euler index, or the genus. The genus g simply counts the number of handles on the surface, with the sphere having g = 0, the torus g = 1, etc (the Euler index  is equal to 2(1 ; g)). The cylinder is a surface with boundaries, but if we make it in nitely long and at the points at 1 and ;1 we may think of it topologically as a sphere (with two special points). Similarly the complex plane is topologically a sphere, if we add the point jzj = 1. If one tried to do any of this in four dimensions one would quickly be lost, since there does not exist a corresponding classi cation of four-manifolds. Nearly all four-dimensional eld theory is done on the four-dimensional plane. The possible r^ole of other topologies and even how to take them into account properly is still very poorly understood. In statistical mechanics one usually considers only correlation functions on the plane and the torus. In any case the two-dimensional topology is xed, and determined by the problem one is studying. If one imposes periodic boundary conditions in space and time directions, one works on the torus. The correlation functions one computes are directly related to quantities one measures in experiments. In string theory the computation of two-dimensional correlation functions is part of the computation of scattering amplitudes in space-time. The prescription (due to Polyakov



; 41 ; [15]) is to sum over all two-dimensional surfaces that satisfy given boundary conditions. These boundary conditions are a consequence of the external particles for which one wants ? to compute the scattering amplitude. The surfaces of interest have a certain number of handles, with tubes sticking out that correspond to the external particles. If we propagate these particles to in nity, and project on a single particle, we may replace these external lines by single points, just as we did in mapping the cylinder to the sphere. The process of interest is then described by (5.1), where the functions \Oi " operators describe the emission of a certain particle state from the point zi on the surface. The corresponding operators are known as vertex operators. The topology of the surface corresponds to the order of string perturbation theory. The sphere gives us all tree diagrams, the torus all one-loop diagrams, etc. Note that there is only one diagram for each order of perturbation theory. To get the full space-time scattering amplitude to arbitrary order in perturbation theory, we have to sum rst over all topologies, and then integrate over all dierent surfaces of given topology, as well as over the points zi. These integration variables are called the moduli of the surface. 5.1. Correlation functions on the Riemann sphere



Now we turn to the simplest surface, namely the sphere. As before, we represent it as the complex plane, with in nity added as a single point. This is known as the Riemann sphere. In this case the path-integral can be expressed as a vacuum-to-vacuum amplitude, or vacuum expectation value, h0j O1 ((z1; z1)) : : : On((zn; zn)) j0i ; (5:2) where Oi are the quantum mechanical operators representing the functions in (5.1), and radial ordering is implicitly understood. The relation between (5.1) and (5.2) is completely analogous to the more familiar relation in eld theory between the path integral and timeordered perturbation theory. Conformal invariance puts strong constraints on correlators. Let us rst consider correlation functions of primary elds (here we omit for simplicity the dependence on zi)



h0j (z1) : : : (zn) j0i ; and investigate the consequence of invariance under the SL2 (C) subgroup of the conformal group. We focus on this subgroup rst to distinguish the extra information we get in two ? There are also open string theories, which have non-trivial boundary conditions in the spatial direction in two dimensions. They are thus de ned on two-dimensional strips instead of the cylinder. When they interact they may form, under certain circumstances, non-orientable surfaces like M�obius strips. These theories are not considered here; we restrict ourselves to closed, orientable manifolds.



; 42 ; dimensions from that of conformal invariance in arbitrary dimensions. We have



h0j Li = h0j Lyi = h0j L;i = 0;



for i = 0; 1



Therefore we can derive (for i = 0; 1) 0 = h0j Li (z1) : : : (zn) j0i X = h0j (z1) : : : (zj;1) [Li ; (zj )] (zj+1) : : : (zn) j0i j



+ h0j (z1) : : : (zn)Li j0i The last term vanishes, and the commutator with Li generates the in nitesimal conformal transformation i. Hence we get



X j



h0j (z1) : : : (zj;1)i (zj )(zj+1) : : : (zn) j0i = 0



Now we may use the fact that the elds i are conformal elds. Then



 = @ + h@ If we restrict Li to SL2(C),  can be 1, z or z2 . 5.2. Two-point functions



Consider for example the two-point function (propagator)



G(z1; z2) = h1 (z1)2(z2)i We nd that this function satis es the dierential equation [(z1)@1 + h1 @(z1) + (z2)@2 + h2@(z2)] G(z1; z2) = 0 ; with  as above. Let us look at each of these choices. The case i = ;1 ( = 1) yields the



; 43 ; equation



(@1 + @2)G(z1; z2) = 0 ;



which implies that G depends only on the dierence of z1 and z2, and not on the sum. Hence G(z1; z2)  G (x), x = z1 ; z2. Then the equation with i = 0 can be written as [x@x + h1 + h2] G (x) = 0 : The solution is (up to a normalization)



G (x) = x;h ;h : 1



2



Finally we can substitute this solution in the equation for i = 1. This yields (h1 ; h2)(z1 ; z2)G(z1 ; z2) = 0 ; so that h1 must be equal to h2, or else the propagator vanishes. The nal result is thus that



G(z1 ; z2) = C (z1 ; z2);2h ;



h = h1 = h2 :



As usual, we have dropped the anti-holomorphic part, which would have given rise to an additional factor (z1 ; z2);2h. The coecient C has no physical relevance, as it can be set to 1 by changing the normalization of the primary elds. 5.3. Three-point functions



To get the three-point function



G(3) ijk = h0j i (z1 )j (z2)k (z3 ) j0i we argue in a similar way. Translation invariance shows that it must be a function of the dierences zij = zi ; zj (this holds in fact for an arbitrary n-point function. Rotation (L0) invariance leads to the equation [z1@1 + z2@2 + z3@3 + h1 + h2 + h3 ] G(3)(z12; z23) = 0 The correlator is a function of two independent variables instead of three, since z13 = z12;z23.



; 44 ; If we write the solution as



G(3)(z12; z23) =



X ab



a zb ; Dab z12 23



we nd the condition a + b = ;h1 ; h2 ; h3. Finally we use L1 . The solution is h3 ;h1 ;h2 z h1 ;h2 ;h3 z h2 ;h3 ;h1 ; G(3) 23 31 ijk (z12 ; z23 ; z13 ) = Cijk z12



where we have introduced the redundant variable z13 to get the solution in a more symmetric form. The coecients Cijk depend on the normalization of the two-point function, and we will assume that the latter has been set equal to 1. Again one should multiply this expression with the anti-holomorphic factors. The foregoing results can be understood as follows. We have three complex transformations at our disposal. Using translations, we can move one of three variables z1; z2 and z3 to any desired point in the complex plane, for example z1 = 0. Then, keeping this point xed we can use the second symmetry (scalings plus rotations, generated by L0 and L 0) to move z2 to any desired point, and nally we can do the same with z3 using L1 and L 1 , the special conformal transformation. Actually one can do this separately for the holomorphic and the anti-holomorphic variables if one allows separate complex transformations for each. Then it is simply a matter of requiring that



az1 + b =  ; az2 + b =  ; az3 + b =  ; cz1 + d 1 cz2 + d 2 cz3 + d 3 where 1; 2 and 3 are three xed points in the complex plane. Often one chooses z = 0; z = 1 and z = 1 for these points. These three equations for the four complex variables a; b; c; d subject to the determinant condition ad ; bc = 1 have a solution if all zi are dierent. Hence the entire answer is determined if we know the three point function in just three points. 5.4. Four-point functions



This tells us immediately that it cannot work for the four-point function. Indeed, the best one can do in that case is



G(4)(zi; zi) = f (x; x) where f (x) is a function of



Y i 0. For half-integer spin algebras we have to distinguish half-integer moded (Neveu-Schwarz) and integer moded (Ramond) operators. In the former case the operator product of a primary eld (w) is 1



J (z)(w; w) = (z ; w);h+ 2 0(w; w) + higher order in z ; w ; where 0 is a descendant that has a conformal weight that is 12 larger than that of . It may happen that there is no such eld. Then J; 1 annihilates the ground state (0) j0i, and the 2 leading power in the operator product is lower. But in any case elds with a power higher than h are descendants. In the Ramond sector one has



J (z)(w; w) / (z ; w);h 0(w; w) + higher order in z ; w : Only states that are annihilated by the zero mode generators do not satisfy this formula. They have a leading power (z ; w);h+1 (or less). There can be arbitrarily many such states. Note that the zero-modes in of integer-moded operators either annihilate a state, or they transform ground states of a given value of h into each other. The ground states form in this way a representation of an algebra generated by the zero-mode generators. All these notions have been developed explicitly for Kac-Moody algebras, free fermions and superconformal algebras. In the application to W algebras there are several footnotes to be added to this general picture. 7.8. Charge conjugation



Everything discussed in the section 4 and 5 goes through for extended algebras, apart from one important dierence. We have seen that two-point functions of Virasoro primaries are diagonal in the sense that



h0j h(z)h0 (w) j0i = h;h0 (z ; w);2h



(7:4)



for the holomorphic part. Since Virasoro representations are uniquely determined by c and h, the Kronecker  implies that only identical representations have a non-trivial propagator connecting them.



; 69 ; In the extended case (7.4) still holds, but now there can be representations with identical values of h that are dierent with respect to other generators of the algebra. In particular it may happen that the propagator does not act diagonally within each set of h values. One can always choose a basis of elds so that they come in pairs connected by the propagator. The two members of such a pair are called each others charge conjugates. Charge conjugation thus de nes a matrix C which is symmetric, whose entries are 0 or 1, and which satis es C 2 = 1. It either takes a eld into itself (such a eld is called selfconjugate), or to its charge conjugate. The vacuum is necessarily self-conjugate, since it is non-degenerate. If charge conjugation is non-trivial, the duality diagrams of the previous chapter must be modi ed by assigning arrows to each line. 7.9. Characters and modular transformations



Virasoro characters of extended algebras are de ned exactly as for Virasoro representations. One can generalize the notion of the character by inserting exponentials of zero-modes of other currents into the trace, but we will not consider that here. The matrix T requires no further discussion. There also is a matrix S with the property



X i(; 1 ) = Sij j ( ) : j



Note however that this transformation as it stands does not always determine S completely, because it is now possible that several representations j have the same character. This was excluded for Virasoro representations because all representations have dierent conformal weights. One can nevertheless de ne S completely by taking into account extra variables in the characters (as mentioned above) and by requiring it to be a unitary and symmetric matrix. The relation among the generators in the general case is (ST )3 = S 2 = C with C 2 = 1 Note that the modular transformation S acting on the variable  ( ! ; 1 ) squares to 1. However the transformation on the a and b cycles is



a ! ;b; b ! a and squares to ;1. It is thus a double cover of the transformation on the positive upper half plane in which  is de ned. The transformation S 2 , i.e. a ! ;a, b ! ;b is non-trivial,



; 70 ; but it acts trivially on the \period matrix"  . Intuitively S 2 ips the time (and the space) direction on the torus, and this is why a eld goes into its charge conjugate rather than itself. Because S is still unitary and symmetric, we have



S = CS y = S yC = S C = CS  so that in particular reality of S is equivalent to C being equal to the identity. The Verlinde formula in its general form reads



X SinSjn Snk Nij k = S0n n y



:



Here the raised index indicates charge conjugation. We may also de ne



Nijk =



X l



Nij l Clk =



X SinSjnSnl S0n



n



Because S is symmetric, Nijk is symmetric in all its indices. This is the quantity that counts the number of couplings in the three point vertex. In other words, if Nij k does not vanish, [i]  [j ] contains the representation [k]. Hence they can be coupled to the representation [k] to form a non-vanishing three point coupling, by insertion of the k ; k propagator. This is illustrated below. j



j



k* i



Nijk



=



k



k i Nijk



7.10. Virasoro tensor products



A simple example of an extended chiral algebra is obtained by taking the tensor product of two Virasoro representations, with central charges c1 and c2 . The resulting theory has a (2) Virasoro algebra generated by L(1) n + Ln with central charge c1 + c2 . The representations are (2) simply all pairs of representations of the two algebras, and have conformal weights h(1) i + hi .



; 71 ; It is easy to check that in such a theory there is a conformal eld with weights (2; 0), namely



J (z) = c2T (1)(z) ; c1T (2)(z) : This is the current of the extended symmetry. The simplest modular invariant partition function of such a system is the diagonal one, which is the product of the diagonal invariant of the two systems. However, in principle there can be many additional modular invariants, and in general there are. Of course one can also consider tensor products of representations of other extended algebras. 7.11. Extensions and off-diagonal partition functions



Sometimes possible extensions of the chiral algebra can be read o directly from the existence of modular invariant partition functions. A typical such partition function has the form of a sum of squares,



P (; ) =



M X N X



j



l=1 a=1



l;aj2



(7:5)



Such an expression can often be interpreted in terms of an extension of the original chiral algebra (which itself may be an extension of the Virasoro algebra), in such a way that the characters of the new algebra are equal to sums of characters of the original algebra



new l =



X a



l;a :



(7:6)



The new theory as M characters, whereas the original one had at least NM characters. In fact it always has more, because a general feature of a partition function of the form (7.5) is that certain representations of the original algebra are \projected out", i.e. they do not appear at all in the o-diagonal partition function. Of special interest is the identity character. If it is a sum of several characters of the old theory, then the extra terms imply the existence of matrix elements Mi0 6= 0, where M is the multiplicity matrix in the modular invariant. The corresponding primary elds have h = hi 6= 0; h = 0. They can thus be interpreted as currents, and they are in fact precisely the currents that extend the chiral algebra. Although in practice one only deals with explicit modular invariant partition functions for extensions from one rational conformal eld theory to another one, conceptually the chiral algebra extension that make a non-rational conformal eld theory rational work in the same way. In that case M is nite and N is in nite.



; 72 ; 7.12. The new S and T matrices



Once we have a new, smaller set of characters, one expects to have a new set of modular transformation matrices S and T . The new T matrix is trivial to get, since by modular invariance all terms in (7.6) have the same T -eigenvalue. The new matrix S new can be obtained easily from the original one, S old , in the simplest case, where all linear combinations (7.6) have the same number of terms (each with coecient 1). It is then not hard to show that the matrix X old new = 1 Sl;m N S(l;a)(m;b) a;b



transforms the new characters if S old is the transformation matrix for the original one. Many o-diagonal invariant invariants have a more complicated from. For example, it may happen (although it rarely does) that the linear combinations in (7.6) have coecients larger than 1. A more serious complication occurs when the linear combinations have dierent lengths. The typical form of such a partition function { in this example with linear combinations of either N terms or 1 { is something like



P (; ) =



M X N X



j



l=1 a=1



l;a



j2 +



Nf X f =1



N jf j2



This partition function can { usually { be interpreted in terms of a new, extended algebra with M + Nf  N representations. Note that the last Nf  N representations have characters that are identical in groups of N . This means that it is not obvious which matrix S new to use for the transformations among these characters. Indeed, since they are identical in groups of N the transformation  ! ; 1 does not determine S new completely. This problem can be solved by imposing unitarity as well as the modular group property (ST )3 = S 2 on S new , but it turns out that in this case the matrix elements of S new are not simply linear combinations of those of S old . 7.13. Extensions and automorphisms



The matrices M that de ne a modular invariant partition function can be divided into two main groups: those with M0i = Mi0 = 0 for i 6= 0, and all others. It can be shown that in the former case there is no extension of the chiral algebra, and that all characters must appear in the partition function. However, they may appear non-diagonally, as



X l



l lmm



where  is a permutation of the labels. It is not hard to see that  is then an automorphism



; 73 ; of the fusion rules, i.e. the fusion coecients Nijk are invariant when  acts simultaneously on all labels. If some matrix elements M0i or Mi0 are non-zero, the modular invariant can always be interpreted as an extension of the chiral algebra. If one re-writes it in terms of characters of the new algebra one either gets the diagonal invariant of the new algebra, or a fusion rule automorphism of the new algebra. 7.14. Simple currents



Many conformal eld theories have representations [J ] with the property that [J ]  [i] = [i0] for all other representations [i]. The special property is thus that there is just one term on the right hand side. Then [J ] is referred to as a simple current [22]. The word \current" anticipates the fact that it may be used to extend the chiral algebra, or at least plays the r^ole of a (para)fermionic current. Simple currents organize the elds in a conformal eld theory in an obvious way into orbits, and one can in an equally obvious way assign an order N to them. Among themselves they generate an abelian group called the center of the conformal eld theory. Simple currents can always be used to extend the chiral algebra. In the simplest cases { N prime { it is furthermore true that currents of fractional spin N` generate fusion rule automorphisms. In more complicated cases one gets combinations of automorphisms and extensions. The number of simple current invariants of a given conformal eld theory grows very rapidly with the number of abelian factors of the center, but all solutions have now been classi ed. It seems that most modular invariant partition functions can be described in terms of simple currents, but there are exceptions. These are called, quite naturally, exceptional invariants.



8. Free fermions Free fermions are described by the two-dimensional action



Z ;  1 S = 8 d2 z @z + @z  ; where we have already switched to Euclidean space and to complex coordinates. We will focus on the elds from here on; all equations that follow are also valid with bars on all relevant quantities.



; 74 ; 8.1. The propagator



The equations of motion for (z; z) are @z (z; z) = 0, so that we may write (z) instead of (z; z). The operator product of two fermions is (z) (w) = z ;1 w 8.2. Energy-Momentum tensor and central charge



The energy-momentum tensor is



T (z) = ; 12 : (z)@z (z) : ;



(8:1)



where as usual normal ordering implies that the vacuum expectation value of T (z) is zero. This requires the subtraction of the singular terms in the operator product. It is a simple exercise to verify that the central charge is equal to 21 , and that (z) has conformal weight ( 21 ; 0). This is an interesting result in view of the classi cation of Virasoro representations. We have seen that for c = 12 three representations exist: with h = 0; h = 12 and h = 161 . The conformal eld (z) clearly creates an h = 21 state from the vacuum:



1  = (z) j0i 2 8.3. Mode expansion



The free fermion can be expanded in modes. On the complex plane the mode expansion is (z ) =



X n



1



bnz;n; 2 ;



(8:2)



which can be inverted in the usual way. When going to the cylinder the free fermion picks 1  ; @z up a conformal factor @w 2 . Hence we get cyl (w) = z 12



X n



1



bnz;n; 2 =



X n



Here we see explicitly the aforementioned periodicity ip.



bne;nw :



; 75 ; 8.4. The spin field



The eld (z) has local operator products with all primary elds we have seen so far (namely (z) itself and the identity). We expect there to exist also elds with which it has a square root branch cut, so that (z) is realized a la Ramond. Furthermore we expect elds with conformal weight 161 , since that is another allowed Virasoro representation at c = 21 . Indeed, we will see that modular invariance forces such elds to exist. Let us therefore introduce a eld (z; z) with h = h = 161 . Its operator product with (z) has the form 1 1 (z)(w; w) = (z ; w)h; 2 ; 16 (w; w) ; where  is some other eld in the theory. Since we know all Virasoro representations its conformal weight h can only be 0; 21 or 161 , perhaps up to integers if we allow  to be a descendant. Clearly only the choice 161 leads to an acceptable branch cut, since for fermions only square root branch cuts (or no cuts at all) are allowed. We nd thus that the eld  does indeed introduce the expected branch cut. This eld is often referred to as a spin eld.  Acting on the vacuum the eld  produces a state 161 ; 161 = (0; 0) j0i. The eld (z), acting on such a state is anti-periodic on the plane, and hence integer-moded. It is tempting to argue that  and  are in fact one and the same eld. In the present context that is in fact not quite correct, since we are not dealing with a modular invariant partition function. When we make the theory modular invariant, (z) and either  or  are removed from the spectrum (i.e. all the states they create are removed). The primary elds in the modular invariant theory are 1, (z) (z ) and (z; z). Each creates one state from the   1 1 1 1 vacuum, namely the vacuum itself, the state 2 ; 2 and 16 ; 16 . On these states one builds Virasoro representations. The ground states are non-degenerate, i.e. there is just one state with the corresponding values of h; h . The partially modular invariant theory has in addition the primary elds (z), (z) and (z; z). The operator products are now non-local. In addition to the ones already mentioned one has (z; z)(w; w) ! 1; (w) (w) (z; z)(w; w) ! 1; (w) (w) (8:3)  (z; z)(w; w) ! (w); (w ) If one substitutes the conformal weight factors (z ;w)hk ;hi;hj one nds that the last operator product is non-local, indicating that one cannot have both  and  in the same modular invariant theory. Removing the free fermions and either  or  solves the non-locality problem in a consistent way, i.e. the operator product closes after this truncation. This will be made explicit later in this chapter.



; 76 ; 8.5. Free fermion characters



One advantage of the free fermion formulation of the c = 21 theory is that it is straightforward to compute the characters. The reason why this is not straightforward for Virasoro representations is the existence of null vectors. Let us compare the lowest lying states in the three representations. Neveu-Schwarz states Consider rst the Neveu-Schwarz sector. Using the operator product of two free fermions and the mode-expansion (8.2), one can easily derive that the modes satisfy the following anti-commutator



fbr ; bsg = r+s;0 ; where r and s are half-integers. Clearly we cannot impose br j0i = 0 for all r, and hence we only do so for r > 0. This is also the natural de nition for highest weight modules, since the positively moded br 's decrease the L0 eigenvalue. The Virasoro generator L0 can be expressed in terms of the fermionic oscillators. Classically, the result is



L0 = 12



X r



rb;r br :



Quantum mechanically we have to be more careful, since the operators br and b;r do not commute. Changing their order only aects L0 by a constant, so that we get



L0 =



X r>0



rb;r br + constant :



Here we have normal ordered the fermionic oscillators. Since we have already de ned normal ordering in (8.1), the constant is not a free parameter. It must be chosen in such a way that h0j L0 j0i = 0, i.e. the constant must be zero. It follows immediately that L0 jhi = 0 if jhi is a highest weight state of the fermionic algebra, i.e. if br jhi = 0 for positive r. Hence the fermionic algebra can have just one representation in the Neveu-Schwarz sector, namely the one built on the vacuum. At the rst few levels, this representation contains the following states:



; 77 ; h=0 h = 12 h=1 h = 32 h=2 h = 25 h=3 h = 27 h=4



j0i



b; 1 j0i 2 none b; 3 j0i 2 b; 3 b; 1 j0i 2 2 b; 5 j0i 2 b; 5 b; 1 j0i 2 2 b; 7 j0i 2 b; 7 b; 1 j0i ; b; 5 b; 3 j0i 2 2 2 2



Note that fermionic oscillators must satisfy the Pauli exclusion principle, so that for example b1=2b1=2 is zero. For this reason there is no state at level h = 1, and we have to go to h = 4 to nd more than one state. An important question is whether all these states have positive norm. Due to the simplicity of the free fermion algebra it is not hard to show that indeed the norm of every state is exactly 1, and that all distinct states are orthogonal. The fact that (z) as a eld on the cylinder is real implies that byr = b;r . It is then trivial to prove that the states are indeed orthonormal. Hence we may expect them to t exactly into one or more Virasoro representations. The relevant Virasoro representations are, for the ground state representation



h=0 h=1 h=2 h=3 h=4



j0i



L;1 j0i L;2 j0i ; (L;1)2 j0i L;3 j0i ; L;1L;2; j0i (L;1)3 j0i L;4 j0i ; L;3L;1 j0i ; L;2L;2; j0i (L;1)4 j0i L;2(L;1)2 j0i



For the representation with ground state weight h = 21 we nd exactly the same result, with  j0i replaced by 12 , and all conformal weights shifted up by half a unit. However, we have already seen that not all these states have positive norm. The ground state representation has a null state at its rst excited level (which propagates trough to all higher levels), while the h = 12 representation has a null state at its second level. This agrees precisely with the assumption that the fermionic representation is the sum of the two Virasoro representations, and also gives us a quick way of counting the number of Virasoro null states at higher levels.



; 78 ; Neveu-Schwarz characters It is straightforward to compute the character for the fermionic representation, since there are no null states to be taken into account. Each oscillator b;r can act once or zero times on the ground state. If there were just one oscillator b;r there would just be two states, j0i and b;r j0i with h = 0 and h = r. The character is thus Tr qL0 = 1 + qr . All oscillators with dierent modes acts independently, and it is easy to see that each contributes via additional factors of this form. Furthermore we have to take into account the subtraction ;c=24. The result is thus c



0 +  1 = Tr qL0; 24 = q; 48 1



2



1 Y



r= 12



(1 + qr ) :



(8:4)



This gives us the sum of the characters of two Virasoro representations. Their dierence is also easy to compute. Just observe that states created by an odd number of fermions contribute to the spin- 21 representation, and the remaining ones to the vacuum representation. Hence we can get the dierence by changing the sign of the contribution of each single fermion to the trace, 1 0 ;  1 = q; 48



2



1 Y



r= 12



(1 ; qr) :



This expression can also be written as a trace over the fermion representation, namely as c



0 ;  1 = Tr (;1)F qL0; 24 : 2



(8:5)



Here F is the fermion number operator. We have now succeeded in computing both the h = 0 and h = 21 character at c = 12 . Ramond states In the Ramond sector the fermionic oscillators are integer moded, which has the interesting consequence that there exists a zero mode oscillator b0, which satis es fb0; b0g = 1. The expression for L0 is X L0 = nb;nbn + constant : n>0



Obviously highest weight states jhi must satisfy bn jhi = 0 for n > 0, and this implies that all highest weight representations in the Ramond sector must have the same highest weight, namely \constant". Since we know that the Ramond sector is realized on states created by the eld  with h = 161 , it follows that \constant" must be equal to 161 in this case. The Ramond ground state It is fairly obvious how to build up the representation, the only slight problem being the action of the operator b0. This operator changes the fermion number of the state it acts



; 79 ; on. To realize this we need thus two states, one with (;1)F = + and one with (;1)F = ;. Denoting these states as j+i and j;i we have thus



b0 j+i = p1 j;i ; 2



b0 j;i = p1 j+i ; 2



so that b20 = 21 . Of course we can realize this operator algebra on even more states, but two is the minimum required. Ramond characters Having done this, we get for the character



 161 / Tr



c qL0; 24



= 2q



1 24



1 Y



(1 + qn) ;



n=1



(8:6)



by exactly the same arguments as used above. The correct normalization will be discussed in a moment. In principle the ground state of a Virasoro (or extended Virasoro) algebra can be degenerate, so in principle it could be possible that the factor 2 should be absorbed into the character itself. It is also possible to de ne this trace with a factor (;1)F , but it is clear that the result is then zero: the operator b0 maps any state into a degenerate state, while



ipping the fermion number. 8.6. The partition function



Let us now assemble the partition function, by combining it with the anti-holomorphic elds. This is trivial in the Neveu-Schwarz sector. The oscillators br contribute addition factors (1 + qr ) so that we get 1 PNS = (qq); 48



1 Y



r;s= 12



(1 + qr )(1 + qs) :



Now consider the Ramond sector. Here some further thought is needed. Do we again double the ground state to deal with the action of b0 (in other words, do we take the absolute value squared of (8.6))? Clearly this is not needed, because we already have two ground states, and that is sucient to realize simultaneously the b0 and the b0 algebra. If we de ne the fermion number operator F to count the total fermion number (for (z) as well as (z), and we choose two ground states j+i and j;i with opposite total fermion numbers, everything will work automatically. Hence we de ne



PR = 2(qq)



1 24



1 Y n;m=1



(1 + qn)(1 + qm) :



; 80 ; 8.7. Theta-functions



Altogether we have now de ned four kinds of partition functions on the torus: with R or NS boundary conditions along the space direction, and with or without (;1)F operator inserted. This latter operator can be interpreted in terms of periodicity along the Euclidean time direction of the torus. The normal trace corresponds to a fermion path integral with anti-periodic boundary conditions (this boundary condition has the same origin as the usual ; sign in fermion loops; it can be computed by repeating the calculation that yields (6.2) for fermions). The insertion of (;1)F gives an extra ; sign for every fermion in the loop, so it ips the boundary condition to periodic. Hence we have AA AP PA PP



Tr NSqL0; 24c qL 0; 24c Tr NS(;1)F qL0; 24c qL 0; 24c Tr R qL0; 24c qL 0; 24c Tr R (;1)F qL0; 24c qL 0; 24c



j  j j  j j  j j  j 3



4



2



1



Here the letters \AP" indicate anti-periodicity along the \space" direction and periodicity along the \time" direction on the torus, etc. It turns out that these four partition functions can be expressed in terms of standard mathematical functions, namely the Jacobi -functions and the Dedekind  function. These functions are de ned as follows



hi X 2  ab (zj ) = ei[(n+a)  +2(n+a)(z+b)] n with the additional de nitions



 1=2 



 1=2 



0



0



1 =  1=2 ; 2 =  0 ; 3 =  0 ; 4 =  1=2 and



(q) = q



1 24



1 Y n=1



(1 ; qn)



with q = e2i . The last column above indicates the identi cation of each partition function with ratios of  and  functions. The Jacobi -functions have two arguments, but we are only using them at z = 0 here. The function 1(zj ) vanishes for z = 0, as does the partition function in the PP sector, but it can be made plausible that the identi cation given here is the correct one. The fact that these functions are identical is far from obvious, but is one of many remarkable identities that modular functions enjoy.



; 81 ; 8.8. Modular transformations



Finally we discuss modular invariance. Clearly modular transformations change the fermion boundary conditions. For example, the transformation S interchanges the two cycles (\space" and \time") on the torus, and hence it interchanges AP and PA. The transformation T maps XY to X(XY) as shown in the gure, where X and Y stand for A or P, and the multiplication rule is AA=P, AP=A and PP=P. In other words, it interchanges AA and AP. Since S and T generate the modular group we generate all permutations of AA, AP and PA, whereas PP transforms into itself. τ



X



τ+1



Y XY



X



These transformations are clearly sensitive to the correct normalization of the partition functions. They can be computed explicitly for the  and  functions, and one nd



p p 1(; 1 ) = ;i ;i1( ); 2(; 1 ) = ;i4( ); p p 3(; 1 ) = ;i3( ); 4(; 1 ) = ;i2( ) 1( + 1) = ei=4 1( ); 2( + 1) = ei=42( ); 3( + 1) = 4( ); 4( + 1) = 3( )



p (; 1 ) = ;i( ); ( + 1) = ei=12 ( ) It follows that the partition function PR + PNS =j 3 j + j 2 j is not modular invariant, as expected. It is in fact invariant under a subgroup of the modular group generated by TST and T 2. This is clearly a subgroup of order 2, since by adding the element T we get the full modular group. This shows in particular that we have chosen the correct normalization for the ground state in the Ramond sector.



; 82 ; 8.9. The modular invariant partition function



It is also clear that the following partition function is fully modular invariant 1 2



     4 2 1 3 j  j+j  j+j  jj  j



The factor 21 was added to make sure that the vacuum appears with the correct multiplicity, namely 1. The last term can be added with any factor, since it is (a) modular invariant by itself and (b) zero. However, consistency of higher loop diagrams as well as one-loop diagrams with external legs force this term to appear exactly as it does. The two signs have a simple interpretation: the Ramond ground state appears in the partition function with a factor 21 (1  (;1)F ) so that depending on the sign either the ground state with positive or the one with negative fermion number survives. Note that the modular invariant partition function has just one Ramond ground state. This is no problem, since the operators b0 and b0 (zero modes of (z) and (z) are not in the theory anymore. The rst two terms only have contributions from the state (0) (0) j0i and its descendants, and this operator does not change fermion number by an odd amount. The partially modular invariant partition function has two Ramond ground states, corresponding to the elds  and . Depending on the sign choice, either one of these is projected out. This sort of operation (for going from a partially modular invariant partition function to a modular invariant one) is sometimes called a GSO-projection (GSO stands for Gliozzi, Scherk and Olive, whose paper [23] was the starting point of superstring theory). 8.10. Ising characters



We can write the modular invariant partition function as



j0j2 + j j2 + j j2 1 2



by making the identi cations



s



1 16



s



0 = 12 ( 3 + 4 ) s s  1 = 12 ( 3 ; 4 ) 2 s 1  161 = p 2 2 The rst two equations follow already from (8.4) and (8.5).



; 83 ; 8.11. The matrix S and the fusion rules



Using the transformation properties of the  functions and the  function it is now easy to get the matrix S for the c = 21 system. On the basis (1; ; ) the result is



0 1 1 1 p2 1 2 2 2 p B 1 1 S=@ 2 ; 12 2 C A 2 1 p2 ; 1 p2 0 2 2 Using this matrix and the Verlinde formula we can compute the fusion rules: [1]  [1] = [1] [1]  [ ] = [ ] [1]  [] = [] [ ]  [ ] = [1] [ ]  [] = [] []  [] = [1] + [ ] This result should be compared with (8.3). 8.12. Multi-fermion systems



It can be shown that if there is more than one fermionic current with spin 21 , then a corresponding part of the theory can be described as a free fermionic theory with c = N=2, where N is the number of fermions. Of course this c = N=2 theory can appear as part of a tensor product with other (extended) Virasoro representations, but at least the free fermion part is easy to describe, and exactly solvable. In such a free fermion theory each fermion can have its own boundary conditions on the torus and higher Riemann surfaces, but there are constraints from modular invariance. These constraints have been solved in general when the number of fermions is even, but there is still some controversy regarding the odd fermion number case. The number of modular invariant partition functions one can write down grows extremely rapidly with N . Systematic studies of conformal eld theories built out of free fermions (in the context of heterotic string construction) were presented in [24,25].
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9. Free Boson partition functions The free boson provides another simple example of a theory with an extended algebra. In this case the current has spin 1, J (z) = @ (z) : The mode expansion has already been discussed before. As we will see later, such a current can be interpreted as a generator of a U (1) symmetry, with the momenta as charges. 9.1. The spectrum



The discussion of the spectrum is quite similar to that of the free fermion. The ground states are de ned by the condition n jxi = 0; n > 0 The representations are built up by acting with the negatively moded oscillators. It is not hard to see that any state gotten this way has positive norm. The Virasoro generators are dependent on the bosonic oscillators,



X



Ln = 21 f



m



n;mmg ;



where 0 = p, and the sum is over all integers. For the Virasoro zero mode we get thus



L0 = 12 p2 +



X m>0



;mm :



In principle we would have to worry about normal ordering, but since we know that L0 j0i = 0 we see immediately that there is no additional constant. The ground state jxi is completely determined by the action of the zero-mode generator p. Once this is xed, we know the entire representation, and the action of the Virasoro generators. Hence we de ne jpi : pop jpi = p jpi ; where p on the left-hand side is the operator, and on the right hand side the eigenvalue. Note that there is no separate holomorphic and anti-holomorphic zero-mode algebra: 0 = 0 = p.



; 85 ; 9.2. The characters and the diagonal invariant



It is straightforward to derive the character formula, since just as for the free fermion all oscillators act independently and without generating null vectors. The result is



Y



1 p2 ; 1 1 p(q) = q 2 24 (1 ;1 qn) n=1



1



2p =q : (q) 2



Note that the expansion of (1 ; qn);1 yields exactly one contribution at any level that is a multiple n. Thus each such factor describes the contribution of one bosonic oscillator ;n acting any number of times on jpi. Since any real value of p is allowed, there exists an in nite number of characters. The diagonal partition function is therefore not a sum, but an integral



Z1 eip e;ip p Im  P (; ) = dp ( ) ( ) / ( )( ) : 0 2



2



The proper derivation requires of course a discussion of the measure and the normalization, but the result is correct. This factor appears in the partition function of the bosonic string, which is described by a tensor product of 26 free bosonic theories (plus ghosts). Note that in this partition function we are exactly using all the ground states we have at our disposal. Although the algebra is extended by @  we do not get a nite number of primary elds, i.e. a rational conformal eld theory. In many of the representations the extension does not even make any dierence. If there are no null vectors in a Virasoro representation, the Virasoro algebra acts just like a free bosonic oscillator, and one gets a partition function c



qh; 24



1 Y



1



n) ; (1 ; q n=1



where now every factor represents a single Virasoro generator L;n instead of a free bosons ;n. Hence if on jpi the Virasoro algebra has no null vectors, the Virasoro representation is equal to the \Virasoro+@ "- representation. The existence of Virasoro null vectors follows from the same curves we used for c < 1. These curves hit the line c = 1 at several values of h, and only for those values the Virasoro representation has a null state. From (4.5) and (4.6) we see that this happens for m ! 1,



h = 41 (p ; q)2



; 86 ; For example for h = 0, L;1 j0i is a null state. The state ;1 j0i is of course not null, so that the identity representation is indeed non-trivially extended by @ . 9.3. Chiral bosons



The free boson mode expansion can be generalized by adding separate momenta for the holomorphic and anti-holomorphic terms: (z; z) = q ; i(pL log(z) + pR log(z)) + i



X1



nz;n + ~nz;n n n= 6 0







We have denoted these momenta as \L" (left) and \R" (right) because z and z originate from left- and right-moving modes on the cylinder. We may straightforwardly split also q in left- and rightmoving operators by writing q = qL + qR. Furthermore we de ne the canonical commutators [qL; pL] = [qR; pR ] = i, while left and right operators commute. If we identify pL = pR = p this leads again to old commutator [q; p] = i. Having done this we can now split the boson completely in left and right components (z; z) = L (z) + R(z) with



L(z) = qL ; ipL log(z) + i



X1



n z n n6=0



;n ;



and analogously for R. These manipulations do not in uence any previous results that depend only on @  or @, but we can now give meaning to chiral (holomorphic) objects like



eiR(z) 2 It may be checked that this is a conformal eld of weight 21 ~ . To see what the meaning is of the separate left and right momenta we can express the eld back into cylinder coordinates. Then we get



(x0; x1) = q + 2px0 + Lx1 + oscillators ; where



pL = p + 21 L ;



pR = p ; 12 L



(9:1)



Previously we did not have the extra x1 term because we required  to be periodic,



; 87 ; (x0; x1) = (x0; x1 + 2). The extra term destroys the periodicity unless we impose it as a symmetry on the eld :  =  + 2L. This must hold for any eigenvalue that the operator L can have, and obviously also for all integer linear combinations of those eigenvalues. If we want  to have a non-trivial dependence on x1, the only possibility is then that the L eigenvalues are quantized on a lattice of dimension equal to the number of free bosons. This has a natural interpretation in closed string theory, where  is viewed as the coordinate of a space in which the string is embedded (this space is called target space). The existence of a lattice means that the space is compacti ed on a torus (a D-dimensional torus can be de ned as D-dimensional Euclidean space in which points diering by vectors on a lattice are identi ed). If L is a non-trivial lattice vector this means that the string is not closed in the Euclidean space, but it is closed on the torus, i.e. the string winds around a couple of times around the torus and ends in a point identi ed with its beginning. 9.4. Further extensions of the chiral algebra



We arrive at the same lattice description naturally by extending the chiral algebra further. In addition to @  we add integer spin currents



V = ei(z); 2 2 2Z



(9:2)



to both the left and the right algebra. Note that such a current corresponds to momenta (; 0), so that it is only after introducing separate pL and pR that we have this possibility. It is easy to check that V satis es the operator product 0



V (z)V0 (w) = (z ; w) V+0 (w) + : : :



(9:3)



Therefore, closure of the operator product requires V2 (z) to be an operator in the theory if V(z) is. More generally we see that the set of 's such that V is in the chiral algebra must close under addition. It forms thus a one-dimensional even lattice, which we will call . Note that the operator product (9.3) is automatically local. 9.5. Representations of the extended algebra



Since the chiral algebra contains in any case the Virasoro algebra and the operator @X , any other states in the theory are built on ground states jpL ; pRi. We have to restrict this set by imposing on it highest weight conditions with respect to the extended algebra. The eld creating these states from the vacuum are



VpL pR (z; z) = eipLL(z)eipL R(z) ;



; 88 ; because



eipLL(0) eipLR(0) j0i = eipLqL +ipRqR j0i = jpL; pR i :



Locality with respect to the left and right chiral algebra requires that pL 2 Z and pR 2 Z. This immediately restricts the set of left and right momenta that we can ever encounter to the set pL 2  ; where  is the dual (or reciprocal) lattice of ,  = f 2 Rj 2 Z; 8 2 g The lattice  is necessarily of the form nR, n 2 Z and R2 even. The lattice  has the form m=R, m 2 Z. For example, if  is the set of even integers,  is the set of integer and half-integers. In this description R denotes the smallest positive value of  on the lattice. Now let us try to nd which elds are primary with respect to the full extended algebra. As we have seen in (7.3), any eld with a singularity stronger than (z ; w);h in its operator product with a current of spin h is a descendant. A eld VpL pR (z; z) has singularity (z ; w)pL with V . Hence we nd the condition



pL  21 2 ;



82



(9:4)



and the same for pR . The vectors on  satisfying the highest weight condition (9.4) are thus those with ; 12 R2  m  12 R2 We see thus that there is { in both the left as the right chiral algebra { only a nite number of highest weight representations. Hence the theory we are constructing is a rational conformal eld theory. Note that each highest weight completely xes the corresponding representation, since it determines completely how all the oscillators and the operators p and q act on a state. Now we can build these representations by acting with all negative modes of @  and V. Doing this in an unrestricted way would certainly lead to null states, since there is an in nite number of chiral algebra generators. However, writing everything in terms of oscillators and momenta, one sees that the only states one can ever get starting from jpL ; pRi are of the form  (oscillators) pL + ; pR + 0 ; ; 0 2  : Furthermore any state of this form is indeed generated by the chiral algebra.



; 89 ; Note that the highest weight condition (7.3) is saturated only for m =  12 R2 , and furthermore this only happens for VR , not for any other operators in the chiral algebra. These are thus the only highest weights which are not annihilated by the zero mode of VR . It is easy to verify that Z 12    1 [VR]0  2 R = dzz 2 R VR(z)  12 R =  21 R so that these two highest weight states are actually in the same representation of the horizontal algebra. This brings us then nally to the following characterization of the representations of the chiral algebra. If the algebra is speci ed by a lattice  with spacing R, satisfying R2 = 2N , then the representations are labelled by the integers m; ;N < m  N , and have characters



X 1m 2 m(q) = (1q) q 2 ( R +nR) n



(9:5)



Note that we may de ne m modulo 2N , since a shift m ! m +2N = m + R2 can be cancelled by a shift in the summation index n. It is sometimes convenient to choose m in the range 0  m < 2N . There are in total 2N representations. The ground state multiplicity for each of them except one is 1, the ground states being jpi = jm=Ri with ; 21 R2 < m < 12 R2. The exception is the representation labelled by m = N ( ;N ). Here the ground state  1 multiplicity is two, because the states  2 R are degenerate. 9.6. The matrix S



This is the condition for T invariance. To examine S invariance we have to determine rst how the characters transform. We know this already for the -function. To deal with the in nite sum one can use a trick called Poisson resummation. Taking into account the  function we get nally X i(; 1 ) = Sij i( ) j



with



ij Sij = R1 e;2ii j = p1 e;2i 2N 2N This is a unitary, symmetric 2N  2N matrix. It is not real, a re ection of the fact that the theory does not have charge conjugation symmetry. Indeed, only the representations i = 0 and i = N are self-conjugate. Since the characters do indeed transform into each other, the diagonal partition function is indeed a modular invariant. Another modular invariant is de ned by the charge conjugation matrix C , which always commutes with S and T . For a given R there are usually many more modular invariant partition functions.



; 90 ; 9.7. Relation with circle compactification



The modular invariant partition functions we have found (without claiming uniqueness) can be described most conveniently by introducing a new lattice ; with momenta (pL; pR ). This lattice contains all combinations of pL and pR that occur, and once we know it, we know the full partition function:



P (; ) = ( )1( )



X pL ;pR 2;



e2ipL e;2ipR : 2



2



where the sum is over all vectors in the two-dimensional lattice. It is easy to show (again using Poisson resummation) that this partition function is modular invariant if and only if ; is an even self-dual lattice with respect to the Lorentzian metric (;; +). Here \even" means of course that for all lattice vectors p2L ; p2R must be an even integer, and self-dual means that ; = ; (but with duality de ned using the Lorentzian metric). One of the conditions for modular invariance is locality. It is easy to verify that 0



0



VpL pR (z; z)Vp0L p0R (w; w) = (z ; w)pL pL (z ; w)pRpR VpL +p0L;pR+p0R + : : :; so that locality clearly requires that pLp0L ; pRp0R 2 Z. This follows indeed from the condition that the lattice is Lorentzian even, by considering the vector (p ; p0 ). The momenta occurring in our partition functions are ( Ri + nR; Ri + mR);



( Ri + nR; ; Ri + mR)



for the diagonal and charge conjugation invariant respectively. Here i lies in the range 0; 2N ; 1 and n; m are arbitrary integers. It may be veri ed that this de nes an even self-dual Lorentzian lattice. One can also characterize these partition functions by two unrestricted integers as ( Rn ; Rn + mR); ( Rn ; ; Rn + mR) To make the result look more symmetric one can subtract mR=2 from both pL and pR (i.e. one writes n = n0 ; 21 R2 m) to get ( Rn ; 12 mR; Rn + 12 mR);



( Rn + 12 mR; ; Rn + 12 mR) ;



where in the second term the lattice vector (mR; 0) was added. If we compare this to (9.1) we see that the rst partition function can be identi ed with it if L takes the values mR.



; 91 ; Because of the interpretation of L this implies that we are in a compact space with radius R, de ned by the lattice . The momenta p in such a space must be such that exp(ipx) respects the periodicity x ! x + nR of that space, and this implies that p must lie on the dual lattice. 9.8. R ! 2=R duality



In interesting feature of these partition functions is duality. If one replaces R by R2 and interchanges the variables n and m (which are summed over in the partition function), the two partition function (diagonal and charge conjugation) are switched. However these two partition functions are indistinguishable, since charge conjugation does not change the conformal weight, it only ips the U (1) charge. But our choice for the left and right U (1) generator is just a convention. One arrives thus at the surprising conclusion that two theories that are priori distinct are in fact indistinguishable. 9.9. Rationality



Note that earlier in this chapter we had found that R2 should be an even integer. However, from the point of view of circle compacti cation it does not make any dierence what R is. There is an interesting subset of values of R for which the conformal eld theory is rational. This happens if the lattice contains vectors (pL ; 0) or (0; pR ), which correspond to operators in the chiral algebra. The condition for rationality is thus



n + 1 mR = 0 ; R 2 for at least one non-trivial set of integers. The most general solution is R2 = 2qp , where pq can be any rational number. Although we only constructed the special cases q = 1 and p = 1 (the latter is obtained from duality) explicitly, all other cases can be obtained by constructing all other modular invariant partition functions out of the characters. Note that there is an in nite number of irrational values. Nevertheless, as far as exact solvability is concerned these values are not worse than the rational ones. The rational theories can all be obtained as modular invariant partition functions of theories with the extended algebras of the form (9.2). The generators of this algebra are thus



@X ; einR n 2 Z; n 6= 0



(9:6)



This are clearly the only operators we have at our disposal. These extended algebras are characterized by a number R with R2 an even integer. It follows that if we allow rational values of R it cannot be true that one should substitute those values in (9.6). This would lead



; 92 ; to non-integer conformal weights for the extended algebra generators. Instead, the theory for other rational R values is realized as a non-diagonal modular invariant of a theory satisfying R2 2 2Z. 9.10. Theories with more than one free boson



All the foregoing results have a simple generalization to theories with more than one free boson. The most general modular invariant partition function is described by a Lorentzian even self-dual lattice ;N;N with metric ((;)N ; (+)N ) (this is sometimes called a Narain lattice) [26]. To get the most general theory of this kind from a compacti cation on on N -dimensional torus requires the addition of a term to the Lagrangian, namely



Z



 d2 xBij  @i @ j where Bij is an arbitrary set of constants. It is not hard to write down partition functions for these theories at arbitrary genus, and check modular invariance.



10. Orbifolds There are still more conformal eld theories one can construct with one boson. From the point of view of the target space interpretation the additional freedom consists of another choice for the \manifold". Most manifolds are unsuitable since the resulting theory would not be conformally invariant. The torus is always a solution to these conditions, since it is at and aects the theory only via boundary conditions. In one dimension there is not much choice, and the only proper manifold one can use is the circle. However it turns out that one can still get sensible conformal eld theories (and string theories) using spaces that are not proper manifolds, but manifolds with singularities called orbifolds. This notion was rst used in heterotic string compacti cation [27], but rapidly acquired a much more general signi cance. 10.1. Orbifolds as singular manifolds



The de nition of an orbifold is as follows. Consider a manifold which has a discrete symmetry. Such a symmetry is said to act freely if it moves every point to a dierent point. Now we de ne a new \manifold" by regarding points related to each other by the symmetry as identical. If one uses a symmetry that does not act freely then the xed points of that symmetry introduce conical singularities. This object is not a manifold, but is called an \orbifold".



; 93 ; 10.2. Orbifolds in conformal field theory



In conformal eld theory the name \orbifold construction" is often used in a more general sense for a method that allows one to modify conformal eld theories by adding new elds, while removing some others. In some cases this procedure has an interpretation in terms of manifolds. There is no need to distinguish freely acting or non-freely acting symmetries, although the latter are usually more dicult to deal with. Intuitively the orbifold procedure implies the following changes to the theory | Some states do not respect the discrete symmetry. They have to be removed from the theory (they are \projected out"). | Since some points are identi ed one can relax the boundary conditions of the boson. Rather than i(x1 + 2) = i(x1) (for the uncompacti ed boson), or i(x1 + 2) = i(x1) + 2Li (for the boson on the torus), one must now also allow i(x1 + 2) = Gij j (x1) + 2Li , where Gij is a matrix representing the symmetry. This implies that new states are added to the theory. This new set of states is called the twisted sector. The two items mentioned above are closely related. Roughly speaking, a modular invariant theory contains the maximal set of mutually local elds. They must be mutually local to have T -invariance, and maximal for S -invariance. This same structure is seen in the requirements \even" and \self-dual" that a modular invariant torus compacti cation must satisfy. Thus if we remove some elds from a modular invariant theory, we can only maintain modular invariance by adding some other elds. Such elds are called twist elds [28,29]. 10.3. Orbifolds of the circle



In one dimension we have to consider the discrete symmetries of the circle. There are two obvious Z2 symmetries, namely the \anti-podal map" and the re ection with respect to some axis. The anti-podal map is a special case of an in nite series of ZN symmetries, which can be realized by shifts  ! +2` NR . These maps do not have xed points. One can use them in an orbifold construction, but one nds that they simply lead to a theory on a circle with a dierent radius, and not to anything new. The re ection corresponds to the symmetry  ! ;. This map has two xed points,  = 0 and  = R (note that ;R = R because of the lattice identi cation), and does lead to a new series of theories. We will discuss these theories here starting from the diagonal partition function of a circle theory. Hence we will assume that R2 is an even integer. Other radii can then be obtained by means of non-diagonal modular invariants. The twist elds It follows from the general reasoning that the twist elds must be non-local with respect to the elds that are projected out. The discrete symmetry acts by taking the conformal eld @  to ;@ . Thus this operator must be removed. This is done by introducing a twist eld with respect to which @  is



; 94 ; non-local:



@ (z)(w; w) = (z ; w)h0(w; w) + : : : ;



(10:1)



where h is non-integer. The branch cut must be such that it still respects the periodicities of the new manifold. This means that when @ (z) is moved once around w it can only change sign. Note that moving @ (z) around the origin on the complex plane is related by a conformal mapping to moving @  once around the cylinder. In the latter case @  can return to itself with or without a sign change. Hence we require that @ (z) in the complex plane also changes by at most a sign when carried along a circle around the origin. Whether or not there is a sign change depends on the state inserted at the origin (the initial state in the cylinder picture). Since we want @ (z) to be non-local w.r.t.  we require that h must be half-integer. Just as we did for the free fermion, we can describe the construction in terms of an intermediate partially modular invariant invariant theory, in which @  and the twist eld can co-exist. In this theory, if we require that  is primary with respect to @  we nd that h must in fact be ; 21 ( it were not primary, we expect another operator to exist which is primary, and which we would use instead.) One can then show (see [28]) that h = 161 . Consequently h0 = 169 . We will assume that there exists a modular invariant diagonal theory in which all ground states have equal holomorphic and anti-holomorphic conformal weights. That theory will ultimately be obtained by making a projection on our T 2-invariant, but not T -invariant theory. Such a theory must contain an operator  whose anti-holomorphic conformal weight is also 161 . Note however that this implies that h 0 = 161 , since @ (z) has h =0, and it cannot introduce an anti-holomorphic branch cut. Hence the operator 0 has conformal weights ( 169 ; 161 ) and must disappear in the modular invariant theory. This is consistent with the operator product (10.1) since also @(z) will not be an operator in the nal theory, because it is odd under the orbifold symmetry. Now we also need a eld ~ with the operator product 1 @(z)~(w; w) = (z ; w ); 2 ~ 0(w; w) + : : : :



The conformal weights of these operators must, by arguments similar to the foregoing ones, be ( 161 ; 161 ) for 0 and ( 161 ; 169 ) for ~ 0. Clearly 0 6= ~ 0, so that we clearly need at least one new twist eld. In fact it turns out we need two: both ~ and ~ 0 must be new elds. Projecting on the invariant states The partially modular invariant theory is now obtained by acting on these twisted ground states with all combinations of oscillators (note that the oscillators are half-integer moded in the twisted sector), and including all states in the untwisted sector.



; 95 ; Now we remove all states that are not invariant under the symmetry  ! ;, and the corresponding operators. In particular this removes the operator @  and hence the branch cut (10.1) causes no problems anymore. Note that this symmetry changes the sign of all the oscillators as well as the momentum operator. We do not only wish to remove all states that are odd under the discrete symmetry, but also organize the remaining ones into representations of the chiral algebra of the orbifold theory. In particular this means that we write the new partition function in the standard diagonal form. The chiral algebra of the orbifold theory does not contain the current @ , but it does contain some other operators, namely the symmetric combinations



einR + e;inR ; n > 0 :



p



The operator of lowest conformal weight in this set has conformal weight 12 R2 . For R = 2 this current has spin 1. The ground states in the untwisted sector transform as follows. We start from the diagonal partition function of the circle theory, which is created by oscillators acting on the states jm; mi with ;N < m < N , as well as the states jN; N i. The latter four come from the terms jN j2 in the diagonal partition function. Here the notation is as in (9.5), i.e. m denotes a representation with ground state momentum m=R. A state jm; mi (m 6= 0; m 6= N ) is mapped to j;m; ;mi, so that only the linear combination jm; mi + j;m; ;mi is left in the orbifold theory. At the rst excited level there were four states, ;1 jm; mi ;1 jm; mi, ;1 j;m; ;mi and ;1 j;m; ;mi. In this case the linear combinations ;1 jm; mi ; ;1 j;m; ;mi and ;1 jm; mi ;  ;1 j;m; ;mi survive the projection. These two states are created from the ground state by the mode L;1 of the ? 1 2 energy-momentum tensor ; 2 (@ ) and its anti-holomorphic partner. Thus we see that the structure of the lowest lying states is consistent with a contribution to the partition function of the form jqh;c=24(1+ q + : : :)j2, the square of a single character. With some more work one can show that this structure persists to higher excitation levels. Thus for each value of m in the range 0 < m < N we nd precisely one representation of the orbifold chiral algebra. The states with charges N are slightly more subtle. Of the four states jN; N i two linear combinations survive, namely j+i = jN; N i + j;N; ;N i and j;i = jN; ;N i + j;N; N i. These two states are mapped into each other by the operator J = eiR + e;iR, but the linear combinations j+i  j;i are eigenstates of J . They form two separate ground states, each of one representation. This is as it should be: in the diagonal partition function ground states are represented by the square of a character, and hence the multiplicity of any ground state jh; hi must be a square. If one nds a ground state with multiplicity 2, it must be obtained as 1 + 1, since 2 is not a square. The vacuum sector also requires more attention. Here we have to distinguish two cases. For R2 > 2 the rst excited states are are ;1 j0; 0i and ;1 j0; 0i. They are both odd under the ? Note that L;1 contains a term / 0;1, and that 0 jm; m0 i = m jm; m0 i.



; 96 ; symmetry  ! ; and disappear. However, the symmetric excitation ;1;1 j0; 0i does survive. This contribution to the diagonal partition function starts thus as [qq];c=24(1 + qq), and does not factorize (the circle partition function has as its leading terms jq;c=24(1 + 2 q)j .) Hence we are forced to introduce a new ground state, denoted as @ ; @ , that corresponds to the circle state ;1;1 j0; 0i. It may then be shown that all further excitations factorize in a sum of two terms, one corresponding the vacuum representation and one to    the representation built on the ground state @ ; @ .



p



If R = 2 the circle chiral algebra contains 3 spin 1 currents, @  and exp(iR), and hence the leading terms in the circle partition function are [qq];c=24(1+3q +3q +9qq). Only one of the three currents survive the projection, and of the nine current-current states ve survive. Hence the orbifold partition function starts with [qq];c=24(1 + q + q + 5q) = [qq];c=24j1 + q + : : : j2 + [qq]1;c=24j2 + : : : j2



 In this case the ground state of the representation denoted \ @ ; @ " has thus multiplicity 2, and contributes to the full partition function with multiplicity 4. In the twisted sector we have to de ne the action of the symmetry on the ground states; then the rest is xed. The unprimed and primed twist elds must transform with an opposite  1 1 sign, from (10.1). Since (0) j0; 0i = 16 ; 16 is a desirable state and 0(0) j0; 0i = 9 ; 1as isis clear not, we choose  (as well as ~ ) to transform with a + sign. Then the state 16 16 0  (0) j0; 0i transforms with a ; sign and is removed, while for example ;1=20(0) j0; 0i with conformal weight h = h = 169 remains. Since we have removed 0 as well as @ we need  a new operator that creates the state 169 ; 169 from the vacuum. We will call this operator once again 0. 10.4. The partition function



To summarize, we nd thus the following partition function



Porb =



X r



jr j2



where the label r stands for the following representations (the notation is inspired by the foregoing discussion in an obvious way, but note that here we are only considering one chiral sector )
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h 0



1 16 9 16



N 4



m2 4N



r @ ~ ~ 0 N(2)



h 1



1 16 9 16



N 4



There are in total 1 + 1 + 4 + 2 + N ; 1 = N + 7 representations. Each has ground state multiplicity 1, except r = @  for R2 = 2, as noted above. 10.5. The geometric description



Although the presentation given above was a bit intuitive and not completely rigorous, it is not hard to show that it actually leads to a modular invariant partition function. The partition function we were constructing can be summarized as follows



Porb = 12 (PBPP + PBPA + PBAA + PBAP) Here PB represents the free boson path integral on the (world-sheet) torus, with boundary conditions as indicated. The sum over boundary conditions is as for the free fermion, and is modular invariant for the same reason. The term PBPP is the circle partition function. The second term is anti-periodic in the time direction, which means that odd numbers of bosons contribute with a ; sign. The third and fourth term are anti-periodic in the space direction, and represent the twisted sector. The combination of terms projects out the unwanted states in that sector. The rst term and the sum over the last three terms are separately modular invariant. The precise combination of these two modular invariant sets is dictated by the requirement of having a unique vacuum and positive integral multiplicities for all other states. In particular a relative ; sign between these modular invariant sets (which was allowed for the free fermion) is not allowed here because it would project out the vacuum. The partition function may also be written as



Porb = Tr P 21 (1 + g)qL0;c=24qL 0;c=24 + Tr A 12 (1 + g)qL0;c=24qL 0;c=24 ; where g represents the non-trivial Z2 element that sends  to ;. This formula has an



; 98 ; immediate generalization to arbitrary discrete abelian groups, often written suggestively as



Porb = jG1 j



X g;h2G



g



h



;



where jGj is the number of elements in the group G. The sum over h is over all possible twisted sectors, whereas the sum over g performs the projections. Modular invariance of this expression is intuitively clear. The advantage of this formulation applied to the c = 1 orbifolds is that it works immediately for arbitrary (even non-rational) R. The disadvantages is that it does not give direct information on the chiral algebra and the representations.



10.6. The c = 1 conformal field theories



We have now identi ed two sets of c = 1 conformal eld theories, each parametrized by a 2 real number R. Furthermore there is a duality in both spectra, p since R and R are giving rise to the same spectrum. The self-dual point occurs at R = 2. One may think that the orbifold and the circle theories are p are all dierent, but in fact they p not. It can be shown that the orbifold of the R = 2 theory and the circle with R = 2 2 describe p one and the same theory. This cannot happen at any other point, since only for R = 2 the orbifold theory has a spin-1 current. It is easy to verify that the spectra of the orbifold and circle theories are indeed the same, and not much harder to show that they are in fact the same theory. Hence the two lines are not separate, but connected, as shown in the following picture [30], [31]. Note that only the topology of the picture matters, not the geometry. The dashed lines indicate values of R that have already been taken into account because of R ! 2=R duality. The orbifold radius is denoted by Ro.
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R
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Apart from this continuum there also existpthree isolated theories. They can be obtained by an orbifold procedure applied to the R = 2 circle theory [32]. With these points included the picture is conjectured to be complete. 10.7. Moduli and marginal deformations



This picture provides the simplest example of moduli in conformal eld theory. Moduli are free parameters which can be varied continuously without aecting conformal invariance. Apart from the three isolated points, every point on the diagram corresponds to a conformal eld theory with moduli. The point where the circle and the orbifold meet is characterized by the existence of an additional modulus. One can detect the existence of such conformal invariant deformations within a given theory by looking for conformal elds of dimension (1; 1), called marginal operators. Such operators have precisely the correct weights to yield a conformal invariant result when integrated over ? dz and dz. This implies that they can be added as a perturbation to the action,



Z



S / dzzdzV1;1(z; z) ; where V1;1 is a marginal operator. ? Marginal operators must satisfy additional constraints not explained here.



; 100 ; In the circle and orbifold theories, this operator is @ (z)@ (z). The additional marginal operator p in the meeting point of the lines is due to combinations with the additional spin-1 i eld e 2.



11. Kac-Moody algebras In this chapter we consider extensions of the chiral algebra by a set of (anti)-holomorphic spin-1 currents. 11.1. Spin one operator products



These currents are conformal elds with respect to the Virasoro algebra. The operator product of two such currents in a modular invariant conformal eld theory must be local. Since the currents are holomorphic their operator product is holomorphic as well. Hence it is an expansion of integer powers of (z ; w) multiplied by integer spin operators. Since the lowest spin an operator in a unitary conformal eld theory can have is zero (the identity), the leading term is a constant times (z ; w);2. The next one is (z ; w);1 times a holomorphic spin-1 operator, which must therefore be one of the currents. Hence we get ab abc c J a(z)J b(w) = (z ;d w)2 + ifz ; wJ + : : :



(11:1)



Note that the next term has spin 2, and hence is a candidate for a Virasoro generator; we will return to it later. Since integer spin currents are bosons the left-hand side is symmetric under interchange ((z; a) $ (w; b)). It follows that dab must be symmetric and f abc anti-symmetric in a and b. Since f abc appears in the three-point function it must then be anti-symmetric in all three indices [This is true provided a Hermitean basis is chosen]. Using duality relations one can then show that the coecients f abc must satisfy Jacobi identities. It follows then that they are structure constants of a Lie algebra. This Lie algebra must be a direct product of some simple Lie algebras and some U (1) factors (here \some" includes the possibility that there are no such factors). The argument given here is due to A. Zamolodchikov [33]. 11.2. Intermezzo: some Lie algebra facts



We will x some standard normalizations for simple Lie algebras. The algebra is



h



i



T a; T b = if abc T c



; 101 ; It is satis ed in particular by the matrices a ) = ;if abc ; (Tadj bc



which are the generators of the adjoint representation. Their commutator is in fact nothing but the Jacobi identity. The generators in the adjoint representation act on the algebra via the commutator. The root system is de ned by selecting out of the generators T a the maximally commuting set H i , the Cartan subalgebra. The number of such generators is called the rank of the algebra. In the adjoint representation we may simultaneously diagonalize the Cartan subalgebra acting on the remaining ones, so that



H i ; E  = i E ~ ~



(11:2)



The set of vectors ~ is called the root system of the algebra. In a compact Lie algebra a basis can be chosen so that a T b = N ab ; Tr Tadj adj



(11:3)



where N is a normalization, to be xed in a moment. The left-hand side is called the Killing metric of the Lie algebra. It will be assumed that the Cartan subalgebra generators are elements of P the basis. Then (11.3) induces a natural inner product on the root space, ~ namely ~  = i i i. Given a root system we can choose a plane which divides the roots into positive and negative ones (this plane must thus be chosen in such a way that none of the roots lies in the plane). Then one de nes a set of simple roots which form a basis of the root system with the property that all positive roots are linear combinations with positive coecients of the simple roots. One also de nes a highest root as the unique positive root from which all other roots can be obtained by subtracting simple roots. Now we de ne the dual Coxeter number g:



~ ~ g = ( +~ 2~~)  ;  where ~ is half the sum of the positive roots. Note that this de nition is independent of the normalization of the inner product. The values of the dual Coxeter number for all simple Lie algebras are listed in the following table



; 102 ; Typerank Algebra Value of g Adjoint dimension AN ;1 SU (N ) N N2 ; 1 1 N (N ; 1) B N2;1 SO(N ); N > 4; odd N ; 2 2 Sp(2N ) N +1 N (2N + 1) CN 1 N (N ; 1) D N2 SO(N ); N > 3; even N ; 2 2 G2 4 14 9 52 F4 E6 12 78 18 133 E7 30 248 E8 The rst column gives the Dynkin classi cation, while the second one gives the identi cation with the perhaps more familiar classical Lie algebras. We now x the normalization of the generators by requiring that N = 2g in (11.3). This normalization implies that the highest root has norm 2. To conclude this section we write down the remaining commutators among the generators in this basis. For the commutator between the root generators one has



h



i



E ~ ; E ~ = (~ ; ~ )E ~ + ~ ;



if ~ + ~ is a root, and



h



i



E ~ ; E ;~ = ~  H~ ;



and zero in all other cases. The coecients (~ ; ~ ) are non-zero real numbers. 11.3. The central term



The rst tensor in (11.1) must be symmetric in a and b, and furthermore the Lie algebra structure we have just identi ed requires it to be an invariant tensor of the Lie algebra. Hence it must be proportional to the Killing form, which in our conventions means it is proportional to ab. Since we have already xed the normalization of the structure constants, the normalization of the rst term is xed. Note that the rst term determines the currentcurrent propagator, and that this has a positive residue only if the Lie-algebra is compact (if it is not compact the Killing form has negative eigenvalues). If the propagator had a wrong-sign residue this would violate unitarity. Thus in unitary conformal eld theories the Lie algebra must be compact.



; 103 ; If the Lie algebra is semi-simple the term dab takes the form kaab , where ka is constant on each simple factor. From now on we will focus on simple Lie algebras; the index a on ka can then be dropped. 11.4. Modes



The mode expansion of the currents is as discussed in general in chapter 7. It is straightforward to derive the algebra in terms of modes



h



i



Jma ; Jnb = if abcJmc +n + kmabm+n;0



(11:4)



Note that for m = n = 0 one obtains a subalgebra which is a simple Lie-algebra. Since the modes with m = n = 0 do not alter the conformal weight, this algebra takes the states of a given weight into each other. It is usually referred to as the horizontal algebra. If k = 0 the algebra is referred to as the loop algebra. If k 6= 0 one gets strictly speaking only an algebra if we consider k as the eigenvalue of an operator K , which is called the central extension of the loop algebra. This operator commutes with all others. This is analogous to the central extension of the Virasoro algebra. The algebra (11.4) is called a centrally extended loop algebra, or current algebra. It is often also referred to as an ane Lie algebra, or a Kac-Moody algebra. This is not quite correct. The mathematical de nition of an ane Lie-algebra includes in addition to the operators appearing in (11.4) still one more operator called the derivation D. This operator satis es [D; Jna ] = nJna, and [K; D] = 0. Comparing the rst expression with (7.2), one nds that it is satis ed by D = ;L0; because of (11.4), L0 commutes with K and hence the second commutator is also satis ed. Since we will only consider the spin-1 current algebras in combination with a Virasoro algebra, the distinction between the two de nitions is not essential for us. Note that the current algebra is unaected if we omit D, since it never appears on the right hand side of a commutator, but from the mathematical point of view it is convenient to introduce it in order to de ne an invertible Killing form. The mathematical de nition of a Kac-Moody algebra is much more general, and includes ordinary as well as ane Lie algebras, and many more. We will nevertheless use the term \Kac-Moody" algebra from here on in a restricted sense, to refer to (11.4). 11.5. Twisted and untwisted affine algebras



Since the current has integral spin, the \natural" mode expansion is in terms of integer modes. One can however also consider fractionally moded operators by introducing twist elds. One nd that in many cases the fractionally mode algebras are isomorphic to the integrally moded ones. There is a set of algebras and twistings (related to so-called outer automorphisms of the horizontal Lie-algebra) for which this is not the case. They are known as twisted ane algebras. In these lectures we will only encounter the untwisted ones.



; 104 ; 11.6. Primary fields



Primary elds are de ned by the condition that they should be Virasoro primary elds, and in addition satisfy Tija j a i J (z) (w; w ) = z ; w  (w; w ) + : : : The leading pole is determined as in the general arguments given in chapter 7. Since the eld appearing on the right hand side has the same conformal weight as , one can label all the elds with that conformal weights by a label i, and then the operator product inevitably looks like the one above. This implies that the ground states jri are rotated into each other by the horizontal algebra, which acts via the matrices Tija :



J0a jrii = Tija (r) jrj i ; where



(11:5)



jri i = i(0) j0i



The matrices Tija (r) can be shown to satisfy the commutation relations of the horizontal algebra, h a bi abc c T ; T = if T ; by acting with a second generator J0b. They are the representation matrices of the horizontal algebra in some representation r determined by i. Note that the current itself is not a Kac-Moody primary eld, just as the energy momentum tensor is not a conformal eld. 11.7. The Sugawara tensor



In addition to the current modes the algebra under consideration consists of Virasoro generators, with de nite commutation relations with themselves and the currents. Actually, there is one as yet unknown quantity in the Virasoro algebra, namely its central charge. It turns out that the Virasoro generators can be expressed in terms of the currents in the following way: X (11:6) T (z) = 2(k 1+ g) : J a(z)J a(z) : ; a



where the sum is over all generators of the horizontal algebra. This is called the Sugawara energy-momentum tensor [34]. As usual, normal ordering means subtraction of the singular
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X a



J a(z)J a(z) : wlim !z



"X a



J a(z)J a(w) ; k(dim(adj) z ; w)2



#



(For U (1) algebras dim(adj) should be interpreted as the number of U (1) generators.) To verify that this is indeed the Virasoro generator, we have to check the operator product with the current, and with T (w). The requirement that J a(z) is a conformal eld of weight 1 xes the normalization in (11.6). In the computation one uses the relation a T b = 2g ab ;f acd f bdc = Tr Tadj adj



Then the computation of T (z)T (w) serves as a check, but in addition determines the central charge: c = k dim(adj) k+g The Virasoro generators can be expressed in terms of the modes of the currents: 1 X 1 : Jma +nJ;a m : ; Ln = 2(k + g) m=;1



where normal ordering means that positive modes should appear to the right of negative ones. 11.8. Highest weight representations



Highest weight representations are characterized by a ground state jri that is annihilated by all positive modes of Jn . This implies automatically that it is annihilated by all positive modes of the (Sugawara) energy-momentum tensor, i.e. that it is a Virasoro highest weight. The only remaining freedom we have in characterizing representations is the action of the zero-mode generator J0a. We have already seen before that the ground states form a representation r of the horizontal algebra generated by the zero-modes. Representations of simple Lie algebras are themselves generated by step operators acting on highest weight vectors. This implies that any irreducible unitary representation of a Kac-Moody algebra is completely characterized by a highest weight vector of the horizontal algebra and the eigenvalue of the operator K , called the level (k). Completely, because once we know the horizontal algebra highest weight and k we know the action of all current modes and the Virasoro generators.



; 106 ; In particular we know the conformal weight of the ground state:



P hrj J aJ a jri h= a 0 0 2(k + g)



(11:7)



The expectation value can be computed using (11.5):



X a



hri j J0aJ0a jrj i =



X a



(T a(r)T a(r))ij = C2 (r)ij :



Here i and j label the components of the representation r, and C2(r) is the quadratic Casimir operator. The result is thus 1 C2 (r) 2 hr = k + g Note that our normalization is such that in the adjoint representation C2(adj) = 2g. The representation r must be an irreducible highest weight representation of the horizontal algebra. What remains to be done is to determine which representations and which values of k are allowed. Rather than attempting to solve this directly in general, we start by looking at the simplest theories. 11.9. U (1) theories



If all structure constants f abc vanish one obtains a product of one or more U (1) factors. Their currents can always be written in terms of free bosons, J i = i@ i. They satisfy the operator product (11.1) with k = 1. We have already studied this case in detail, and discuss it only here to show how it ts in. Since f abc = 0, the dual Coxeter number g vanishes. Then the energy-momentum tensor has the standard form for free bosons, T (z) = ; 21 (@ (z))2. The central charge is equal to the number of free bosons, as expected. The representations are labelled by the zero-mode momenta of the ground states, usually referred to as charges. The ground states satisfy thus



J0 jqi = q jqi ; and they are in fact uniquely labelled by q. Their conformal weight is 21 q2. Note that J0 = p, the momentum operator.



; 107 ; 11.10. The SU (2) Kac-Moody algebra



The root system of SU (2) has just one simple root . This is also the only positive root, and is also equal to the highest root. The Weyl vector  is equal to half the sum of the positive roots, and is thus equal to 21 . The dual Coxeter number is easily computed to be 2. The algebra is generated by three currents J a; a = 1 : : : 3. The structure constants are proportional to abc. The proportionality constant can be determined by (11.3), which reads (;ixacd)(;ixbdc) = 2gab = 4ab ;



p



where x is the proportionality constant. We nd thus that x = 2. This is a disadvantage of this normalization: SU (2) generators are notpnormalized in the familiar way. Similarly the generators in the spinor representation are 21 2 i, where  i are the Pauli matrices. [An advantage of our normalization is that for any algebra and any representation the quantity I2(R), de ned by Tr T aT b = I2(r)ab is an integer.] Highest weight representations of the SU (2) Kac-Moody algebra are characterized by SU (2) Lie-algebra representations and the level k; hence they are characterized by k and the SU (2) spin j . A ground state has 2j + 1 components jj; mi. Its conformal weight is



h = j (kj ++21) Here we recognize the SU (2) Casimir eigenvalue j (j + 1). The following argument restricts the values of k. The algebra (11.4) has several interesting sub-algebras. One is the zero-mode algebra,



h



i p



J0a; J0b = i 2abcJ0c :



Apart from the normalization this is a standard SU (2) algebra. Since we want to use results from SU (2) representation theory, we have to change the normalization of the generators. Furthermore we go to a basis of raising/lowering operators. Hence we de ne



I  = p1 (J01  iJ02); I 3 = p1 J 3 ; 2 2











so that I +; I ; = 2I 3. Standard results in SU (2) unitary representation theory tell us now that the eigenvalues of I 3 must be (half)-integers. It is easy to check that the following



; 108 ; generators satisfy the same commutation relations: 1 ; iJ 2 ); I~; = p1 (J 1 + iJ 2 ); I~+ = p1 (J+1 +1 ;1 2 2 ;1 I~3 = 12 k ; p1 J 3 = 21 k ; I 3 : 2



Hence we conclude that the eigenvalues of I~3 must also be (half)-integers, and furthermore since I 3 and I~3 commute we can diagonalize them simultaneously. This is only consistent if k is an integer. Furthermore unitarity (positivity of the residue of the propagator) requires it to be a positive integer. Now we can directly get a further constraint by computing the norm of the state I~; jj; mi, where jj; mi is one of the components of the ground state 0  hj; mj I~+I~; jj; mi h ~+ ;i = hj; mj I ~;I jj; mi = hj; mj 2I~3 jj; mi = hj; mj (k ; 2I 3 ) jj; mi = hj; mj (k ; 2m) jj; mi Here we used the requirement of unitarity (positivity of the norm), the highest weight propa jj; mi = 0, and the SU (2) commutator [I +; I ;] = 2I 3 . erty of jj; mi, which implies that J+1 1 Clearly m cannot be larger than 2 k, and the same follows then for j . It is convenient to label the representations by integers l = 2j . They are thus restricted to the values 0  l  k. 11.11. SU (2) at level 1.



For k = 1 there are thus precisely 2 representations, with ground state spins j = 0 and 1 2 . We have already seen a realization of this theory, namely in the self-dual point p of the  i c = 1 circle theory. At this point there are three spin-1 elds, namely @  and e 2. Their operator products are (singular terms only) p @ (z)ei 2(w) =



p i 2 eip2(w) (z ; w)



@ (z)@ (w) = ; (z ;1w)2
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p



p



p



2(z )ei 2(w) = non-singular



p



ei 2(z)e;i 2(w) =



p



i 2 @ (w) + 2 (z ; w) z ; w 1



These is precisely equal to (11.1) with k = 1 provided we de ne



p



p



p



J 1(z) = 21 2(ei 2 + e;i J 3 = i@  :



2 )



p



p



; J 2(z) = ; 12 i 2(ei



p



2 ; e;i 2 )



;



Thus we see that this algebra can be realized with a single free boson. We have already seen in the previous chapter that for R2 = 2N the bosonic theories have 2N characters 2 m with conformal weights 4N , ;N < m < N . For N = 1 this agrees with the SU (2) level-1 description of the same theory. The primary eld corresponding to the only non-identity representation can also be written p 1 in terms of the free boson, namely as exp(i 2 2(z). Unfortunately things are less simple at higher levels. 11.12. Generalization to other Kac-Moody algebras



The foregoing results on SU (2) have an immediate generalization to other algebras. This generalization works exactly like the reasoning one follows to derive the Lie-algebra representations from the representation theory of SU (2). The results for SU (2) are valid for any SU (2) sub-algebra of some Kac-Moody algebra, and now it is simply a matter of nding the most suitable one. Let us rst nd a suitable basis for the current modes Jna. For the zero modes there is a standard basis, the one introduced in section 11.2. To generalize this to Kac-Moody algebras one simply attaches an extra index n to all operators, and includes the central term. The result is



H i ; H j  = m ij h mi n~ i i m~+n;0 Hm ; En =  Em+n h ~ ~ i ~ Em; En = (~ ; ~ )En(~++m ) h ~ ;~ i ~



En ; Em = ~  Hn+m + Knn+m;0 :



It is easy to see that any normalized SU (2) subalgebra, whose q 2root;~~ de nes qa2conventionally + ;  ~ generators are I~ = ~ 2 En ; I~ = ~ 2 E;n and I~3 = ~12 (Kn ; ~  H0 ). The normalization
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of this SU (2) is the traditional one, i.e. I +; I ; = 2I 3 etc. By arguments similar to the ones used for SU (2) we conclude that the quantity 2nK=(~ 2 ) must have integer eigenvalues, for any n and ~ . Obviously the strongest constraint comes from n = 1. If we have normalized our root system in the canonical way, i.e. ~ 2 = 2, there is always a root with norm 2, and we nd that K must have integer eigenvalues k. The norms of other roots that can occur in simple Lie algebras are 1 or 32 , in the canonical normalization. This does not impose additional constraints.



One can use the same subalgebra to nd constraints on the ground states. We know already that the ground states are representations of the horizontal algebra, and are characterized by a highest weight ~. The ground state has then dim(r~) components, where r~ indicates the representation with highest weight ~.



Take any component ji, where  is any weight in r~ . By requiring positivity of the norm of I~; ji we get now the condition 2 ~~ ~~  k. This condition is most restrictive if we take  equal to the highest weight of the ground state representation ~, and equal to the highest root. In the canonical normalization we get then



~  ~  k



Just as for SU (2) the number of representations satisfying this condition is nite. The following picture shows the allowed highest weights for the algebra A2 at various levels
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k=4



k=3 k=2



k=1



The negatively moded currents J;a n act on these ground states and create the full Kac-Moody representation. Since they are in the adjoint representation of the horizontal algebra, they also change the representation that one nds at higher excitation levels (the excitation level, also called grade is de ned as the conformal weight of a descendant minus that of the ground state. It should not be confused with the level of the algebra). Naively the representation content at the higher excitation levels can be obtained by selecting all combinations of current modes that produce the desired excitation level, and tensoring the ground state representation with the adjoint representation as many times as required. For example, one might expect the rst excited level to contain all representations in the tensor product r r , the latter being the adjoint representation. However, the norms of some of the representations in the tensor product might be 0, just as was the case for Virasoro representations. Zero-norm states are removed. Nothing in the previous arguments guarantees the absence of negative norm states, which would make the representation non-unitary. The conditions we have satis ed are necessary conditions for the absence of some potential negative norm states, namely those occurring in certain SU (2) subalgebras. One way to show that the representations are indeed unitary is to nd an explicit realization of the symmetries in some well-de ned eld theory.



; 112 ; 11.13. The Frenkel-Kac construction



One such realization is the Frenkel-Kac construction [35]. This is a generalization of the level-1 construction which we gave for SU (2). It works for any Lie-algebra whose roots have the same length, which is conveniently normalized to the value 2. Such a Lie-algebra is called simply-laced, and the algebras enjoying this property are Ar , Dr and E6 ; E7 and E8. The generators of these algebras at level 1 can be written down explicitly in terms of r free bosons, where r is the rank. One simply writes them as



E ~ (z) = ei~(z) and



H i(z) = i@ i(z) ;



and de nes modes in the usual way. This yields the correct operator product for the SU (2) sub-algebras associated to each of the roots (as one may check), and furthermore one gets



ei~(z)ei ~(w) = (z ; w) ei(~ + ~)(w) + : : : Inner products between roots of simply laced algebras can be 2; 1; 0; ;1 and ;2. In the rst case ~ = ~ , and in the last case ~ = ; ~ . If ~  ~ = ;1 one nds that ~ + ~ is a root. Precisely in that case the operator product has a pole, exactly as required by (11.1). However, this is not quite the end of the story, because the coecients (~ ; ~ ) can have signs. Although many of these signs are merely a conventions, some are essential. To reproduce them one has to introduce so-called co-cycle factors in the de nition of the root generators, whose commutators produce the correct signs. We will not discuss this further. The Frenkel-Kac construction yields thus an explicit realization of level-1 simply laced algebras in terms of free bosons. The lattice on which the momenta of these bosons are quantized is the weight lattice of the simply-laced algebra, which is the dual of the root lattice. 11.14. The WZW-model



Realizations of the other theories can be obtained from the so-called Wess-Zumino-Witten models. These are conformal eld theories with a two-dimensional action



S = k[SWZ + SW ]



; 113 ; The rst term is due to Wess and Zumino [36], and has the form



Z 1 SWZ = 16 d2z Tr @g(z)@ g(z) ;



where g(z) is a map from the two-dimensional surface to a group manifold. In other words, for every point z on the manifold, g(z) is some element of the group G under consideration. Here G can be any compact group belonging to a simple Lie algebra. The second term was added by Witten [37], and has the bizarre form



Z 1 SW = 24 d3 y Tr g;1(y)@g(y)g;1(y)@ g(y)g;1(y)@ g(y)



The strange feature is that the integral is over a three-dimensional surface. However the integral is a total derivative, and hence it can be written as a surface integral over the boundary of the three-surface. The boundary of a three-surface is a two-dimensional manifold, for which we take the one used in the rst term, with the boundary condition g(y)jy=z = g(z). The extra term is required to make the theory conformally invariant. Upon quantizing the theory one nds that k must be an integer for the integral to be consistent. The currents that generate the Kac-Moody algebra for this model are J (z) = @gg;1 and J(z) = g;1@g. 11.15. Modular transformation properties



Virasoro characters for representations of Kac-Moody algebras can be de ned in the usual way. It is however useful to de ne a more general quantity, namely



X;k (; ~) = Tr V;k e2i (L ;c=24)e2i~H~ : 0



0



Here the trace is over all states in the representation with highest weight  and level k. If we put the variables i to zero this reduces to the Virasoro character. A general formula for the characters and their transformation properties was given by Kac and Peterson [38]. The result is



X;k ( + 1; ~) = e2i(h;k ;ck =24) X;k(; ~) ; with h and c as de ned earlier, and



~



X;k (; 1 ;  ) = e ;ik 4



~2



X 0



k 0 X 0 (; ~) S  ;k



(11:8)



; 114 ; A very important feature is that dierent levels do not mix under modular transformations. This could have been expected on the basis of the WZW-model (which has a de nite level and can be de ned on the torus). Formulas for the matrix elements of S can be found in the literature. Many important results on Kac-Moody algebras are due to V. Kac, in collaboration with various other authors. These results are collected in a book [39], but this is not easily accessible. The formulas for S can be found for example in [40] or [8]. 11.16. Modular invariant partition functions for SU (2)



An as yet unsolved problem is that of nding all modular invariant partition functions for all WZW-models. That is, one wants to nd all non-negative integer matrices M;0 that commute with S and T (the latter is implicitly de ned in (11.8)) and with M00 = 1, so that the vacuum is unique. The only horizontal algebras for which this problem has been solved are SU (2) and SU (3). For SU (2) the solutions are divided into three types called A, D and E: A : These are simply the diagonal invariants, which exist at any level, and for any algebra. D : They occur at all even levels. If the level is a multiple of 4, they imply and extension of the chiral algebra. For the other even levels they correspond to automorphisms of the fusion rules. E : They occur for level 10, 16 and 28. The notation is chosen because the solutions resemble the classi cation of the simply-laced Lie-algebras. The resemblance is more precise than suggested here, but so far there is no deep understanding of the mathematical structure (if any) behind this observation. The A and D invariants are explicitly k X l=0 k=X 4;1 m=0



jXlj2



jX2m + Xk;2mj2 + 2jXk=2j2 (k = 0 mod 4)



k X l=0;even



jXl j2 +



k X l=0;odd



Xl Xk;l (k = 2 mod 4)



This is called the ADE-classi cation of the SU (2) modular invariants. It was obtained and shown to be complete by Cappelli, Itzykson and Zuber [41].



; 115 ; 11.17. Fusion rules and simple currents



The fusion rules can be derived using Verlinde's formula. There is also a more direct approach which is a modi ed version of the tensor product rules of the horizontal Lie algebra. Such a tensor product has the general form



ri rj =



X



Mij l rl ;



where Mij l gives the multiplicity of the representation rl in the tensor product of ri and rj . For example, in SU (3) one has the rule (8) (8) = (1) + (10) + (10) + 2(8) + (27) Here representations are indicated by their dimension, and the bar indicates the complex conjugate. The coecients Mij l are somewhat reminiscent of the fusion rule coecients. Indeed, it is true that Nij l  Mij l , with equality in limit of in nite level (for xed i, j and k). For example, these are the results for SU (3) at various level, with [n] indicating a Kac-Moody representations whose ground state is the Lie-algebra representation (n):



k = 2 : [8]  [8] = [1] + [8] k = 3 : [8]  [8] = [1] + [10] + [10] + 2[8] k = 4 : [8]  [8] = [1] + [10] + [10] + 2[8] + [27] : For higher levels the result is as for k = 4. For k = 1 the ground state [8] does not exist. One method for nding these results starts with the group theory tensor products, to which certain level-dependent projections are applied. Most Kac-Moody algebras have simple currents. They are the representations whose ground state highest weight is k times a so-called co-minimal fundamental weights. The only exception is E8 level 2, which has a simple currents even though it has no fundamental weights at all. For SU (2) the simple current is the representation with j = k. For SU (N ) they are all N representations with Dynkin labels (0; : : : ; 0; k; 0; : : :; 0), etc.



; 116 ; 11.18. Modular invariant partition functions for other Kac-Moody algebras



No complete classi cation exists, although it seems plausible that at least for simple horizontal algebras the present list of solutions is close to complete. The majority of the invariants on that list are simple current invariants. For example for SU (2) all D-type invariants are simple current invariants. Only the three exceptional invariants remain mysterious. This is also the pattern one observes for other algebras. 11.19. Coset conformal field theories



A huge class of rational conformal eld theories can be obtained with the coset construction [42]. Consider a Kac-Moody algebra G and another Kac-Moody algebra H . Suppose the horizontal sub-algebra of H can be embedded in that of G, Then one can associate a conformal eld theory with any such pair G and H . For simplicity we will assume that both horizontal algebras are simple. The embedding implies that one can write the currents of H in terms of those of G:



JHi (z) =



X a



Mai JGa (z)



Substituting this into the operator product (11.1) one nds



kM i M j ab iM i M j f abc JHi (z)JHj (w) = (z a; wb )2 + za ;bw JGc (w) The fact that we have an embedding in the horizontal algebra implies that in the last term the identity Mai Mbj f abc = f ijl Mcl can be used to get f ijl J l (w), and that in the rst term Mai Mbj ab / ij . However, in general there is a proportionality coecient, which is called the Dynkin index of the embedding. This index, which we denote I (G; H ) is an integer. We nd thus the following relation for the level of G and H :



kH = I (G; H )kG If H is not simple, one simply attaches a label to H to indicate the simple factors; if G is not simple one does the same, and includes on the right-hand side a sum over the G-labels. The energy-momentum tensor of the coset conformal eld theory is TG(z) ; TH (z), where TG and TH are the Sugawara tensors for G and H , each at the appropriate level.



; 117 ; The currents of H are spin-1 conformal elds with respect to TH ; on the other hand, they are linear combinations of currents of TG, and hence they are also spin-1 conformal elds with respect to TG. But that implies that the operator product of TG(z) ; TH (z) with JHi is non-singular, since the singularities cancel. Furthermore, since the Sugawara tensor TH is constructed completely out of the currents of H , it follows that the operator product (TG(z) ; TH (z))TH (w) is non-singular, or in other words TG(z)TH (w) = TH (z)TH (w) up to non-singular terms. The same is true for TH (z)TG(w). Hence we get (TG(z) ; TH (z))(TG(w) ; TH (w)) = TG(z)TG(w) ; TH (z)TH (w) = (czG;;wcH)4 + 2 TG((wz);;wT)H2 (w) + @w(TG((zw;) ;w)T2H (w)) + : : : This tells us that TG ; TH is a Virasoro generator with central charge cG ; cH that is \orthogonal" to TH in the sense that their operator product is non-singular. Hence the original energy-momentum tensor TG has been decomposed into two orthogonal pieces



TG = TG=H + TH ; with TG=H = TG ; TH . Given such a decomposition, any representation of G can be decomposed in terms of H representations, X V (G) = H VH (H ) VG=H (G ; H ) : Here H labels all representations of the Kac-Moody algebra H , and V () denotes a representation space. Each single state in the G representation is a product of some state in an H -representation times a state in a G=H representation. In this way we de ne the representation spaces for the coset theory. Note that TG=H = TG ; TH realizes a unitary representation on this space. This follows from unitarity of the modes of TG and TH (in the sense that Lyn = L;n) as well as the fact that the norm of states in G representations are equal to products of norms of states in H and G=H representations. Hence the norms of the latter cannot be negative. Naively, we can explicitly construct the characters of the coset theory by decomposing any G representation systematically into H representations. This corresponds to the following relation X XG ( ) = bGH ( )XH ( ) (11:9) H



The functions bGH ( ) are called the branching functions of the embedding. They are sometimes confused with the characters of the coset theory, but in general this is not correct. The



; 118 ; relation (11.9) does not give sucient information to compute the branching functions. To compute them one has to take into account not only the dependence on  of the characters, but use also the representation content with respect to the horizontal algebra. 11.20. The minimal discrete series as a coset theory



An interesting example is the series



SU (2)1  SU (2)k SU (2)k+1 The central charge is



c = 1 ; (k + 2)(6 k + 3) ;



which corresponds precisely to the central charges of the minimal Virasoro models if we make the identi cation m = k + 2. Since the minimal models are the only unitary theories with these central charges (apart from non-diagonal modular invariants of these theories) the coset theories must form an explicit realization of the minimal models. This is quite useful, because we had not proved that the minimal models are actually unitary, we just had not been able to rule them out. Let us compute some of the branching functions. The representations of G are labelled by two integers 0  l1  1 and 0  l2  k, and those of H by one integer 0  l3  k + 1. Let us consider l1 = l2 = 0. The ground state of the G Kac-Moody representation is then the Lie-algebra representation (0; 0). It decomposes to (0) of H . The branching function starts thus at hG ; hH = 0. At the next excitation level we encounter the states (J;a 1)1 j0i and (J;a 1)2 j0i, generated from the vacuum by the currents of SU (2)  SU (2). There are six states, and they transform in the representation (3) + (3) of H . In the vacuum representation of H we will have also a set of states J;a 1 j0i, in the (3) of SU (2). This removes one of the (3)'s we found. The other is not a singlet, and hence can not contribute to the branching function b00;0. It must thus be interpreted as the rst term in a new branching function b02;0, where \2" denotes the representation (3) (in general the dimension is (l + 1), since l denotes twice the usual SU (2) spin). The leading conformal weight in that branching function is 1 l ( 1 l + 1) 0 + 0 + 1 ; 2(k3 +2 1)3 + 2 = 12 ;



where the rst two terms are the ground state weight in G, the third is the excitation level, and the last is the contribution from the term ;TH , with l3 = 2 and k = 1. This branching function is seen to correspond to the h = 21 representation of the Ising model. There is no contribution at the rst excited level to b00;0. This agrees with the fact that L;1 j0i = 0 on the ground state.



; 119 ; 11.21. Field Identification



The complications with interpreting the branching functions as characters start becoming clear as soon as one observes that for example the branching function b01;0 is identically zero, since the G-representation contains only integer spin representations of SU (2). Closely related, but less obvious, is the fact that several branching functions are in fact identical. Something like this had to happen, since the total number of branching functions one gets for the coset SU (2)1 SU (2)1 =SU (2)2 is 2  2  3 = 12. This exceeds the number of Ising model representations by a factor of 4. The solution is that only the following branching functions are non-vanishing, and that they are identical in pairs: b00;0 = b12;1 h=0 1 b11;0 = b01;1 h = 16 b02;0 = b10;1 h = 12 This phenomenon is called eld identi cation [43,44]. In this case it is still true that the branching functions are equal to the characters. However, in other cases it happens that the number of elds that is identi ed is not always the same. In that case there are non-trivial problems [45]. The solution is beyond the scope of these lectures, and partly beyond the scope of what is presently known. However, it is certainly true that in these cases the characters are not simply equal to the branching functions. This problem occurs frequently, for example in the cosets SU (2)k SU (2)l =SU (2)k+l whenever k and l are both even. For a more detailed discussion of this problem see [22] and [46]. 11.22. Other coset models



It should be clear that the set of coset models is huge. Most of them have a central charge larger than 1, and are example of rational conformal eld theories with an extended algebra. For example, it was shown that the series



SU (3)1  SU (3)k SU (3)k+1 has a chiral algebra with currents of spin 3, and forms the minimal series of the W3 algebra (which will not be discussed here further). The number of coset models is so large that it has even been suggested that in combination with free bosonic theories and orbifolds and perhaps some other ideas it exhausts the set of rational conformal eld theories. Unfortunately this \conjecture" has never been made suciently precise to disprove it. Any claims that rational conformal eld theories have in some { usually vague { sense been classi ed should be regarded with a great amount of suspicion. In fact it is fairly clear that even rational conformal eld theories with a single primary eld are essentially unclassi able.
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12. Superconformal algebras There is still another important class of extensions of the chiral algebra, namely by currents of spin 23 . Since these are half-integer spin currents, many of the remarks we made in the section on fermionic currents are valid here as well. In particular there are two sectors, Neveu-Schwarz and Ramond, and there may be square root branch cuts in operator products. The name \superconformal" refers to the fact that a spin- 23 current can be put in a supermultiplet together with the energy-momentum tensor. The currents of this algebra generate the so-called superconformal transformations, a supersymmetric generalization of conformal transformations. Indeed, one can describe the entire algebra in a manifestly supersymmetric way, but we will write it in terms of components. 12.1. The N = 1 algebra



The simplest superconformal algebra is generated by a single spin- 32 current TF (z) in addition to the Virasoro generator. This is the N = 1 superconformal algebra. The complete set of operator products is 1c T (z)T (w) = (z ;2 w)4 + (z ;2 w)2 T (w) + z ;1 w @T (w) 3 2



T (z)TF (w) = (z ; w)2 TF (w) + z ;1 w @TF (w) 1c 1 TF (z)TF (w) = (z ;6 w)3 + z ;2 w @T (w)



The rst two operator products simply state that T (z) is the energy-momentum tensor and TF (z) a spin 23 conformal eld. Modes are de ned as in section 7. The modes of the supercurrent are traditionally called Gn . The algebra in terms of modes looks like this [Lm; Ln] = (m ; n)Lm+n + c (m3 ; m)m+n;0 12 1 [Lm; Gr ] = ( 2 m ; r)Gm+r fGr ; Gsg = 2Lr+s + 13 c(r2 ; 14 )r+s;0 In the last term we nd an anti-commutator because the left-hand side of the corresponding operator product is odd under the exchange z $ w. This is also exactly like the free fermion. The fermionic currents G can be half-integer-moded (Neveu-Schwarz) or integer moded (Ramond). To emphasize this we have used indices r and s for this current. A new feature, in comparison with the free fermion, is that it is now possible that a Ramond ground state is



; 121 ; annihilated by G0 (because of the anti-commutator fb0; b0g = 1 this is impossible for the free fermion). Because of the last relation, this implies immediately that h = 24c for such a state. These states are often called chiral states. Furthermore any state which is not annihilated by G0 must have h > 24c . Note that the latter ground states necessarily come in pairs of opposite fermion number, related by G0 , whereas the ones annihilated by G0 are unpaired. This also implies that in superconformal theories the trace in the Ramond sector with (;1)F projection may be non-zero, unlike the free fermion case. In fact this trace clearly receives contributions only from the chiral states with h ; c=24 = 0, so that the corresponding terms in the partition function are constants. This implies in particular that this contribution to the partition function (which corresponds to the PP-sector) is modular invariant by itself. In the Neveu-Schwarz sector one should note the relation



fGr ; G;r g = 2L0 + 31 c(r2 ; 14 ) Since r2  41 the left-hand side is positive or zero, with the latter value occurring only for r = 21 and h = 0. If the left-hand side is positive we have



jG;r jxi j2 > 0 for ground states. Hence the excitations have positive norm. There is a unique ground state with the property G;1=2 jxi = 0, namely the vacuum (note that ground states in any case satisfy Gr jxi = 0; r  21 ). The unitary representations of this algebra form a discrete series for 0  c < 3=2, whereas for larger values of c there are in nitely many representations, just as for the Virasoro algebra. The c-values for this series are



c=



3 2











1 ; m(m8+ 2) ; m = 3; 4; : : :



The m = 3 value is c = 7=10, and coincides with a member of the minimal Virasoro series. Obviously superconformal representations are in particular representations of the Virasoro algebra. The second member is on the c = 1 boundary of the Virasoro representations. A concrete realization of this series is given by the coset models



SU (2)2  SU (2)k : SU (2)k+2
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There are also superconformal models with extended supersymmetry [47]. The case of most interest is N = 2, since it occurs in supersymmetric string theories. In these theories there are two supercurrents. Note that just having two supercurrents is not yet enough, since a tensor product of two N = 1 models would also have that property, and one would not expect it to have extended supersymmetry. To get an N = 2 algebra the currents need to satisfy a set of operator products. Furthermore it turns out that the algebra must contain one additional current J of spin 1. This current generates a U (1) algebra. The full algebra is, in terms of modes: [Lm; Ln] = (m ; n)Lm+n + 12c (m3 ; m)m+n;0 L ; G = ( 1 m ; r)G G;m; G+r = 2L2 ; (r m;+sr)J + 1 c(r2 ; 1 ) r+s r+s 3 r s 4 r+s;0 [Lm; Jn] = ;nJm+n [Jm; Jn] = 13 cmm+n;0 J ; G = G m r m+r This algebra also has a discrete series, with central charges



c = 3(1 ; m2 ) ; m = 3; 4; : : : The rst member of this series has c = 1. It is also in the N = 1 series, and can be realized as a circle compacti cation of a single free boson (with R2 = 2N = 12). The central charges turn out to be identical to those of the SU (2) Kac-Moody algebras, if one substitutes m = k + 2. This is related to the fact that the minimal series can be obtained from the following cosets SU (2)  SO(2) : U (1) Ground states are characterized by a conformal weight h and a U (1) charge q. In addition one can have chiral states both in the Neveu-Schwarz and in the Ramond sector. In the Neveu-Schwarz they have the special property



G+;1=2 ji = 0



or



G;;1=2 ji = 0



and are called respectively chiral or anti-chiral states. Primary states satisfy the condition G+r ji = G;r ji = 0 for r > 0. Chiral primary (or anti-chiral primary) states satisfy the corresponding combination of these conditions.



; 123 ; Using the algebra (as for N = 1 above) it is easy to deduce that for chiral primaries h = 12 q, and for anti-chiral primaries h = ; 21 q. The only state that is both chiral and anti-chiral primary is thus the vacuum. Furthermore it can be shown that any other state in the theory has h > 12 jqj, and that the conformal weights of chiral primaries satis es h  c=6. An interesting consequence of the relation between charges and conformal weights is that within the set of chiral primary states conformal weights are \conserved" in operator products just like charges. Consider the operator product of two chiral primary elds 1 and 2 (ignoring anti-holomorphic components). Then



1(z)2(w) = (z ; w)h3 ;h1;h2 3 (w) + less singular terms: The charge of 3 is q1 + q2, and therefore h3  21 (q1 + q2) = h1 + h2 (note that chiral primaries have positive charges). Hence the operator product is non-singular. Therefore we can de ne



12 (z) = wlim !z 1 (z )2 (w) : This limit is zero if 3 is not a chiral primary state, and is equal to 3 if it is a chiral primary. Hence this de nes a closed operation on the chiral primary states. This is called the chiral ring [45]. There is of course also an anti-chiral ring. In the Ramond sector one de nes chiral states as those which are annihilated by both G+0 and G;0 . From the anti-commutator of these two operators one learns that those are precisely the states with h ; c=24 = 0. An important property of N = 2 algebras is spectral ow. This means that there exists an operator U that maps the entire algebra to an isomorphic one. It acts on the generators by conjugation, and the mapping has the following eect



U LnU;1 = Ln + Jn + 6c 2 n;0 U JnU;1 = Jn + 3c n;0 U Gr U;1 = Gr The interesting feature of this map is that it changes the mode of the supercurrent. Closer inspection shows that for  = 12 it maps the Neveu-Schwarz moded algebra to the Ramond moded algebra. It is not dicult to show that chiral primary states are mapped to the chiral Ramond grounds states, while the latter are mapped to the anti-chiral states by the same map. This shows in particular that there is a one-to-one correspondence between chiral Ramond ground states and (anti)-chiral states in the Neveu-Schwarz sector. In string theory this is related to space-time supersymmetry, as the Neveu-Schwarz sector yields space-time bosons and the Ramond sector space-time fermions; one of the conditions for having spacetime supersymmetry is N = 2 supersymmetry in two dimensions.
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